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1. Introduction
LEDs (light-emitting diodes) have started a revolution in lighting. They are found
in almost all every day lighting applications, from ambient room lighting and street
illumination,[1] display back lighting,[2] signal lamps,[3] to automotive head and rear
lamps,[3] e.g., just to name some of the most important ones. UV emitting LEDs
are used for example for disinfection of arbitrary fluids and gases,[4] or for harden-
ing of industry resins.[5] Advantages over traditional light sources include long-term
stability,[6] high efficiency and low heat emission,[7] while both, narrow emission
spectra,[8] and white light are achievable.[1] A newer LED type, OLEDs (organic
light-emitting diodes), added wide-area emission, flexible substrates,[2, 9] and low-
cost production to the possibilities of LED design.[10] While LEDs incorporating
organic layers face certain issues with long-term stability,[6, 11] some progress has
been made in improving this typical weakness of OLEDs.[12, 13]
A good compromise between the strengths and weaknesses of epitaxial and or-
ganic concepts can be made by all inorganic nanoparticle emitters. While inorganic
materials provide the potential for the devices to be robust,[14] the replacement of
rigid layers with nanoparticle ones provides a perspective for cost effective production
methods like ink-jet printing and for realizing LEDs based on flexible substrates, e.g.
for flexible displays.[15] Another important advantage of nanoparticles is the fact that
they are produced separately from the device, which provides two advantages. First,
independent production allows dedicated pre- and post-growth treatments like an-
nealing, and second, nanoparticles of different color can be produced in mass produc-
tion and then be printed on demand increasing the cost advantage. Like for OLEDs,
wide-area emission is regularly reported.[14, 16, 17] The most efficient nanoparticle
emitters so far have been chalcogenides based devices using organic support lay-
ers.[18] Nevertheless, the long-term stability of these devices is still limited by the
organic layers. In the quest for omitting this challenge, promising, all-inorganic con-
cepts have been presented that replaced organic injection layers by transition metal
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oxide ones.[14, 19] Unfortunately, these still include Cd which is carcinogenic.[20]
ZnO is a less toxic material that has attracted a lot of attention in the last decade
due to the materials superior optical properties. It exhibits a direct band gap at
room temperature with large exciton binding energy of 60meV.[21] ZnO shows band
gap related emission in the near UV spectral range, and the material provides the
possibility of light emission in the visible spectral range originating from defect and
surface states, as well.[2224] Because reliable p-doping of ZnO, which is needed for
application in homojunction LEDs, still remains challenging, different hole injection
layers have been investigated, among them AlGaN,[25] CuAlO2,[26] GaN,[2785]
NiO,[8690] Si,[9193] and SrCu2O2.[94]
A sufficient measure to judge how well a device concept works is the external quan-
tum efficiency, which is determined by the luminescent quantum yield of the active
material, the charge injection efficiency of the support layers and the out-coupling
efficiency of the device.[1] While out-coupling can be optimized by transferring con-
cepts from other LED types,[95] attaining a sufficient injection efficiency is a material
specific challenge. Therefore, it has to be optimized along the quantum yield for ev-
ery active material individually. Most often, no absolute values are reported for the
EQE of ZnO devices, making it very difficult to evaluate the feasibility of the pre-
sented concepts and to compare one to the other. One exception is the report from
Yang et al., who presented blue and green luminescence from a single ZnO nanowire
demonstrating an EQE of 7.8%,[96] but this emission neither has been wide-area
nor has been purely from ZnO. A novel concept of a wide-area, white WO3/ZnO
nanoparticle LED has been reported with a maximum EQE of 2× 10−6.[97]
The main reason behind the difficulty to attain efficient large area emission from
devices with ZnO as active material is the very low valence band level of ZnO, which
makes it difficult to inject holes into the material. This characteristic is so strong
that it has been commonly utilized for application of ZnO as dedicated hole blocking
layer in solar cells.[98100] The choice of hole conducting materials with sufficiently
low work function is very limited.[101] Therefore, until now no ideal complement-
ing material has been identified and some compromises will have to be made when
choosing a suitable hole injection layer. The goal of this work is to provide a com-
prehensive study on hole injection layers in order to identify which properties of the
hole injection materials are more important and which are less. Therefore, a set of
three very different support layer materials will be studied.
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The other important factor determining the EQE of an LED is the quantum yield
of the active material. Traditionally, high efficiency nanoparticles have been made
from chemical sol-gel methods. In 2010, Tang and coworkers reported ZnO quantum
dots with a quantum efficiency of 26%.[24] Two years later, Matsuyama et al. were
able to increase this value to 61% by LiOH-mediated growth and post growth surface
capping.[23] They also were able to tune the emission color from yellow to blue by in-
creasing the LiOH concentration. A very high efficiency of 76% has been reported for
blue emission of ZnO quantum dots by applying surface complexes to the nanoparti-
cles using oleic acid,[102] but this has been unstable as the quantum yield decreases
over the course of a few days. While these results show the great potential of ZnO
nanoparticles for efficient emission, the sol-gel method has two important disadvan-
tages for producing particles for LED applications. First, as the particles are made
in solvents, ligands are used which are insulating. Second, the production volume of
sol-gel processes is rather low, limiting its feasibility for industrial mass production.
Both challenges might be solved by ligand-free synthesis from the gas phase, which
obviates the need for ligand removal or replacement schemes typically required to
achieve good electronic transport in nanocrystal films. Different gas phase routes for
easily up-scalable production of ZnO nanoparticles have been reported: flame pyrol-
ysis,[103, 104] hot-wall reactors,[105, 106] microwave plasmas[104] or a combination
of the latter two.[106] However, so far there has been no report of ZnO nanopar-
ticles from the gas phase which have been optimized for lighting applications, and
no determination of the quantum yield resulting from the presented techniques has
been made. Therefore, the second goal of this work will be to develop a method for
industrial scalable, ligand-free, and highly luminescent ZnO nanoparticle production
from the gas phase and investigating the luminescence mechanism leading to their
efficient emission. The purpose of this is to enable further increases of the EQE of
ZnO nanoparticle LEDs by an improved quantum yield of the active material, aside
from optimized charge carrier injection. The proceeding of this thesis will be as
follows:
Chapter 2 will provide the necessary background for understanding the operating
principles of the LED. Current transport across semiconductor layers will be discussed
followed by the mechanisms for luminescence of unipolar and bi-polar heterojunction
devices. A detailed introduction of the external quantum efficiency will be given
including important factors influencing its three components quantum yield, injection
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efficiency and out-coupling efficiency.
In chapter 3, information on basic electrical and optical properties of ZnO will
be given. Important information on the materials characteristics for application in
LEDs will be presented, such as current transport in a ZnO nanoparticle layer or light-
emitting transitions in ZnO, including band gap and defect related luminescence.
Chapter 4 presents the experimental methods used, beginning with a description
of the production of transition metal oxide layers by radio-frequency sputtering,
growth of epitaxial GaN by MOVPE (metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy) and the
processing of the nanoparticle LEDs.
Chapter 5 will provide photoluminescence spectra of the ZnO nanoparticles used
to make the LEDs presented within this thesis. After that, a simple ZnO nanoparticle
LED without additional support layers will be investigated.
Chapter 6 will present n-WO3/ZnO LEDs using a novel concept transferred from
OLED technology which is based on electron extraction: The very low work function
of n-conducting WO3 allows tunneling of electrons out of deep levels, thereby creating
holes which then recombine radiatively.
Chapter 7 will discuss a more traditional concept with hole injection by p-
conductive NiO. The very low work function of NiO provides an electron barrier
preventing leaking currents.
Chapter 8 will capture a concept using GaN with an almost perfect fit of valence
band levels with ZnO.
Chapter 9 presents a newly designed nonthermal plasma reactor operated with a
high frequency source that produces highly luminescent ZnO quantum dots.Further
optical investigation allows a detailed analysis of the mechanism for the dominat-
ing greenyellow emission with a special focus on the role of oxygen species in the
recombination process.
Finally, the results will be summarized in chapter 10, LED concepts will be
compared and conclusions will be drawn.
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2. Fundamentals of light-emitting devices
based on nanoparticles
2.1. Charge transport in semiconductors
Following reference [107], an overview on the charge carrier transport in semicon-
ductors shall be given in this section. From conservation of charge, the continuity
relations can be deducted:
∂n
∂t
= Gn − Un + 1
q
∇J⃗n, (2.1)
∂p
∂t
= Gp − Up − 1
q
∇J⃗p, (2.2)
where n and p are the free electron and free hole densities, t refers to time, Gn and
Gp are the electron and hole generation rates, Un and Up are the electron and hole
recombination rates, q is the electrical charge, and J⃗n and J⃗p are the electron and hole
current densities, respectively. If carrier generation is negligible, it can be concluded
from these equations that electron-hole pairs that recombine radiatively in a LED
have to be injected by a current. A current in bulk semiconductors can be described
by two mechanisms: carrier drift and carrier diffusion.
The carrier drift is caused by an electric field. In case of a weak electric field, the
charge carrier drift velocity vdr, which is the absolute value of the average velocity
vector of the continuum of charge carriers, is observed to be proportional to the
electric field strength E :
v⃗dr,n = µnE⃗ , (2.3)
v⃗dr,p = µpE⃗ , (2.4)
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with the constant of proportionality µ called mobility. The current density can be
obtained by taking the free charge carrier densities n and p, and their respective
charges q into account:
j⃗dr,n = qnv⃗dr,n = qnµnE⃗ , (2.5)
j⃗dr,p = qpv⃗dr,p = qpµpE⃗ , (2.6)
The other component of the current in a semiconductor, the diffusion current j⃗dif , is
related to a gradient of charge carrier concentration
j⃗dif,n = qDn∇n, (2.7)
j⃗dif,p = −qDp∇p, (2.8)
where D is the diffusion constant for the respective charge carrier in the semiconduc-
tor. The current densities for each type of carrier are given by the sum of drift and
diffusion currents
J⃗n = j⃗dr,n + j⃗dif,n = qnµnE⃗ + qDn∇n, (2.9)
J⃗p = j⃗dr,p + j⃗dif,p = qpµpE⃗ − qDp∇p. (2.10)
The total current density J⃗ can be calculated by summing up the current densities
of electrons and holes:
J⃗ = J⃗n + J⃗p, (2.11)
= qnµnE⃗ + qpµpE⃗ + qDn∇n− qDp∇p. (2.12)
2.2. Semiconductor heterojunctions
A semiconductor heterojunction consists of two different semiconductor materials of
the same or a different type of doping (i-, n- or p-type), as opposed to a homojunction,
where the material does not change. Because every LED presented here will be made
of a heterojunction, it is important to get familiar with their characteristics.
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2.2.1. Built-in potential, barrier height and band bending
An example of such a heterojunction is presented in Fig. 2.1. It consists of p-Si and
n-Ge, which are very common semiconductors and have a large offset of their valence
band levels. Fig. 2.1a shows the vacuum band level diagram after the Anderson
Model,[108] which arranges the conduction band, valence band and Fermi level of
both semiconductors by the quantities electron affinity χ, band gap EGap and work
function Φ. Fig. 2.1b shows a simulation of the band diagram with the materials
being in contact with each other. Usually, there is an offset between the Fermi levels
of two different materials. If brought into contact, electrons will move from the
material with higher Fermi level to the one with lower Fermi level and holes will
move in the opposite direction, until the Fermi level offset is reduced to zero. The
charge transfer leads to establishing a so called built-in potential Ψ. The built-in
potential is visualized by an offset in the vacuum level of both materials, equal to
the difference of their work functions:
Ψ = Φ2 − Φ1. (2.13)
The conduction band levels CB are then given by simply subtracting the specific
materials electron affinity from the vacuum level. The valence band levels V B can be
calculated by subtracting the band gap energy from the conduction band levels. Band
discontinuities result at the interface from the change of the crystal background field
between the two materials, which is very abrupt if compared to the built-in potential
caused by a usual charge-distribution. The discontinuity heights ∆CB and ∆V B can
be predicted very well by the Anderson Model, unless band gap or electron affinity
are a function of doping concentration:
∆CB = χ1 − χ2, (2.14)
∆V B = χ1 − EGap,1 − χ2 + EGap,2. (2.15)
If an external bias is applied in forward direction, the built-in potential is decreased.
Fig. 2.1c shows the calculated current-voltage-characteristic. More details about the
current across a heterojunction will be given in section 2.2.2. Fig. 2.1d shows the
band diagram of the junction in this case. The reduction of the built-in potential
leads to a flattening of the bands. Simultaneously, a separation of quasi Fermi levels
7
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Figure 2.1.  Example heterojunction consisting of p-Si and n-Ge. (a) Vac-
uum level band diagram of the isolated semiconductors after Anderson.[108]
EGap: band gap, EF : Fermi level, χ: electron affinity, Φ: work function. (b)
Simulation of conduction band level, valence band level, and Fermi level with-
out external bias, (c) current-voltage-characteristic, and (d) band levels, quasi
electron and quasi hole Fermi levels at external bias of 0.5V and current density
of 21mA/cm2. Si layer has been filled with light orange, Ge layer with orange
in both figures allowing for quick comparison. Simulation has been done using
SimWindows. For more details regarding the simulation cf. Appendix A.2.
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is observed, because charge carrier concentrations above their equilibrium values are
built up by injection.
The shape of the band bending is determined by the charge distribution of the
diffused charge carriers. In a usual pn-junction, where the Fermi level of the p-type
semiconductor is below the Fermi level of the n-type semiconductor, a charge carrier
depletion region is created. The free charge carrier densities at the interface are
reduced by out-diffusing of free charge carriers into the opposite layer. In case of a nn-
(pp-) isotype heterojunction, only the interface region of the semiconductor with the
higher (lower) Fermi level will get depleted by out-diffusion, while an accumulation
layer is created by in-diffusion at the other side of the interface.[109] An example of
an isotype nn-heterojunction is shown in Fig. 6.2.
2.2.2. Current transport across semiconductor heterojunctions
While the drift-diffusion charge carrier transport (Eq. 2.12) is the dominant one
in bulk semiconductors, homojunctions and smoothly graded heterojunctions, two
fundamental mechanisms exist that describe charge carrier transport across steep
barriers at abrupt heterojunction interfaces: thermionic emission and tunneling.[107,
110112] The Bethe criterion has been proposed to decide whether a barrier is re-
garded steep in this purpose.[112] It is fulfilled, if the barrier potential increases by
much more than kT over the mean free carrier path, with k being the Boltzmann
constant and T the temperature.
A charge carrier moving over a potential barrier by thermionic emission can be
regarded in a classic way: The charge carrier has acquired an energy which is equal
or higher than the barrier to overcome, and the transmission coefficient of thermionic
emission becomes
T˜th =
⎧⎨⎩0 for Ex < qφB,1 for Ex ≥ qφB, [107] (2.16)
with Ex being the kinetic energy of the velocity component perpendicular to the
interface, q the carrier charge, and φB the interface barrier height. Because the
thermionic model describes the case when qφB ≫ kT , only a small amount of charge
carriers with high energy at the far upper end of the distribution is transmitted by
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spending a share of their energy equal to the height of the potential step. The amount
of transmitted charge carriers might be increased, e.g., by applying an external volt-
age and accelerating charge carriers. Arbitrarily large barriers, however, cannot be
compensated unlimitedly without increasing the temperature of the device above its
tolerance range, because the scattering cross section for inelastic processes increases
rapidly, and the whole lattice heats up. Simultaneously, a saturation of charge carrier
kinetic energy is observed.[113]
Tunneling is a quantummechanical effect that allows charge carriers to leak through
a finite zone with a potential higher than the carriers total energy. It becomes dom-
inant over thermionic emission at very high barriers.[107] The charge carrier trans-
mission coefficient of tunneling at abrupt barriers can be estimated by the WKB
approximation (Eq. 2.17)
T˜tun(Ex) = exp
(
−2π
h
∫ L
0
√
2m∗e(φB(x)− Ex)dx
)
, [110] (2.17)
with h being Planck's constant and L the width of the barrier. Current density-
voltage characteristics of heterojunctions cannot be described by an analytical rela-
tionship that is generally valid, and have been calculated throughout this publication
by a numerical method described in [110] (cf. Appendix A.2).
Nevertheless, an analytical solution for the special cases of a smoothly graded pn-
heterojunction and an abrupt nn-heterojunction shall be discussed here. The current-
voltage characteristic of a smoothly graded pn-heterojunction has been described
analytically under the following assumptions[107]:
 The junction is considered to be smoothly graded according to the Bethe cri-
terion.
 The built-in potential and the applied voltage are supported by a dipole layer
with abrupt boundaries. Outside these boundaries, the semiconductors are
assumed to be neutral.
 The Boltzmann statistic is valid.
 The minority carrier density is much smaller than the majority carrier density
in each semiconductor.
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 No charge carrier recombination takes place inside the depletion region, and
the current is constant throughout the depletion region.
Similar to homojunctions, the current-voltage relationship of pn-heterojunctions
can then be described by the Shockley equation,
J = J0
[
exp
(
qV
kT
)]
, (2.18)
with T being the temperature, V the voltage drop across the junction, and J0 the
generalized saturation current
J0 =
qDn2n
2
i2
Ln2NA2
+
qDp1n
2
i1
Lp1ND1
, (2.19)
where Dn and Dp are the electron and the hole diffusion constants, Ln and Lp are
the electron and hole diffusion lengths, NA and ND are the acceptor and donor
concentrations, and ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration. Here, the index 1 denotes
a property of the n-semiconductor and the index 2 a property of the p-semiconductor.
Under these conditions, the injection ratio depends linearly on the doping ratio and
exponentially on the band gap difference:
Jn
Jp
∝ ND1
NA2
exp
(
EGap1 − EGap2
kT
)
. (2.20)
For abrupt nn-heterojunctions and under the assumption of a junction current
that is completely thermionic emission related, the analytic current density-voltage
relation (Eq. 2.21)
J =
q2ND2φB√
2πm∗2kT
exp
(
−qφB
kT
)(
1− V
φB
)[
exp
(
−qV
kT
)
− 1
]
, [107] (2.21)
φB ≈ Ψ(0V ) = ∆CB = χ1 − χ2, (2.22)
has been derived, where ND2 and m∗2 are the donor concentration and effective elec-
tron mass of the n-semiconductor that the electrons are injected into. Note that the
current in reverse direction never saturates, but increases linearly with voltage at
V ≪ 0.[107] In forward direction, Eq. 2.21 can be approximated by the exponential
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relationship
J ∝ exp
(
qV
ηkT
)
, [107] (2.23)
with ideality factor η. The dependence of J on the barrier height φB for a given
voltage is much more complex, even in the special case discussed here where an
analytical relationship could be evaluated.
2.3. Mechanisms for light generation
2.3.1. pn-junction
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Figure 2.2.  Mechanism of electron-hole-pair generation in a bipolar de-
vice.[107]
The widely known radiative recombination mechanism describing the working prin-
ciple of LEDs in the narrower sense is depicted in Fig. 2.2. The simplest form of
these devices is based on a pn-junction. Experimental results show that the current
density through a smoothly graded pn-junction with charge carrier recombination
is increased exponentially with increasing voltage applied in forward direction ac-
cording to Eq. 2.23, as well. Typically, η varies continuously between 1 when the
diffusion current dominates and 2 when the recombination current dominates.[107]
For some material systems, however, anomalous high ideality factors have been ob-
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served, e.g. GaN.[114] Electrons are injected from the n-doped layer into the p-doped
layer. Within the p-doped layer, these electrons are minority carriers among holes
as the majority carriers. In case of holes, which are injected into the opposite direc-
tion, the inverse is true. Thereby, the electron/hole concentrations n/p are increased
above the equilibrium concentrations n0/p0, respectively,
n = n0 +∆n, (2.24)
p = p0 +∆p, (2.25)
n0p0 = n
2
i , (2.26)
with ni being the intrinsic carrier concentration.[107, 115] Consecutively, the minority
carriers recombine radiatively with the majority ones in the respective area, emitting
a photon. The recombination rate is proportional to both, n and p, and can be
written using a proportionality constant B:
R = Bnp.[115] (2.27)
Eq. 2.27 is called bimolecular rate equation, with B being named bimolecular recom-
bination coefficient. Typical values of B are between 10−11 cm3/s and 10−9 cm3/s for
III-V semiconductors and ZnO.[115, 116] Among commonly used material systems
for making a LED based on a pn junction are, e.g., GaAs, GaN, and their ternary
alloys with In or Al.[115] With regard to performance, such devices have been shown
to exhibit superior properties: in case of GaN, LEDs have been developed that ex-
ceed a quantum efficiency of 70%.[117] Possible emission wavelengths span from the
UV, over the visible, and into the infrared spectral range.[115]
2.3.2. Unipolar nanoparticle semiconductor structures
Aside from pn-junctions, electron-hole pairs can also be created in unipolar device
structures by exciting an electron, which leaves behind a hole in the valence band.
They might recombine with each other or with another electron/hole being created
at the same or another excitation event. Two mechanisms to excite an exciton in
unipolar semiconductor structures are impact[118124] and field-driven ionization[16,
17, 125129]. For both types of ionization, the voltage drop per length is a crucial
13
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number determining their possibility. Both ionization processes are shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 2.3 and will be discussed in more detail in the following paragraphs.
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Figure 2.3.  Mechanism of electron-hole pair generation in a unipolar device.
(a) Excitation by impact ionization. (b) Excitation by field-ionization: In this
example, an extract of a multilayer structure with three identical layers of the
same semiconductor is shown that are separated by insulating surface layers,
where the major voltage drops occur. This results in a large offset between
neighboring layers, so that electron from the previous layers valence band may
tunnel into the conduction band of the next layer.[16]
Impact ionization
The process of impact ionization is shown in Fig. 2.3a. It is initiated by a charge
carrier being accelerated by an electric field to kinetic energies above the band gap
energy and far out of thermal equilibrium. Therefore, the mean free wavelength
has to be long enough to allow the charge carrier to reach this very high velocity,
because every early scattering event will make the charge carrier lose the majority
of its attained energy. But if the kinetic energy of the charge carrier exceeds the
band gap energy upon collision with an electron in the valence band, this electron
might be excited to the conduction band while a hole is left behind. But as usually
many other excitation processes are possible including the creation of phonons (heat),
devices based on impact ionization are much less efficient compared to LEDs based
14
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on direct injection.
Several ZnO light-emitting devices have been presented that rely on this mecha-
nism,[118, 120, 122] supposedly because of the difficulties for direct injection. How-
ever, while there have been single reports on LEDs based on CdS[123] and ZnS[124]
nanoparticles showing impact ionization, it has not been observed in a ZnO nanopar-
ticle device. This is supposedly due to reports on ZnO nanoparticle LEDs being scarce
in general and because the situation for this mechanism is unfavorable in a nanopar-
ticle layer. As the mean free path is strongly restricted by interparticle boundaries
in nanoparticle structures, the efficiency might even be further reduced compared to
bulk devices, depending on the voltage drop per length and the nanoparticles size.
Field-driven ionization
While the field-driven ionization process is also possible across a single interface, it
will be described here for a multiple-interface structure which is the usual case in
nanoparticle devices. Field-driven ionization processes in a layer of nanoparticles are
based on the fact that the major share of the voltage drop across the layer is located
at the interparticle boundaries. If the interface voltage drop is strong enough, the
situation depicted in Fig. 2.3b might occur, where the conduction band of one particle
is at the same level as the valence band of the previous one and so forth. In this
situation, surface isolating barriers are assumed that originate from poor particle-
to-particle contact and/or low charge carrier densities at the nanoparticles surfaces.
Then, an electron from the valence band might tunnel through this barrier to the
conduction band of the next particle, leaving behind a hole and recombining with a
hole in the next particle that has been created there in the same way. To make this
mechanism work, a voltage per particle between the contacts is needed that exceeds
the voltage corresponding to the band gap of the nanoparticles. Therefore, the voltage
threshold for luminescence is higher for this mechanism, but power efficiency might
still be able to reach one because a single charge carrier is able to recombine in every
nanoparticles layers which leads to the unusual case of a maximum injection efficiency
greater than one and equal to the number of nanoparticle layers.
Usually, the high field necessary for field-driven ionization is greatly supported
by a gate structure in light-emitting field-effect based transistors.[125129] Among
them, light-emitting field effect transistors showing electroluminescence from ZnO
15
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nanoparticles have also been reported.[125, 126] Unipolar quantum dot LEDs without
gate electrode have been presented exhibiting an external quantum yield of 0.15%.[16,
17]
2.4. External quantum efficiency
The external quantum efficiency is a frequently used measure to determine how well
a device concept is working. It is defined as the ratio of emitted photons into the
surrounding to the charge carriers moved through the device with the exciting cur-
rent. Commonly, the total external quantum efficiency is being divided into three
parts, which allows a more detailed analysis where efficiency losses are caused:
1. the luminescent quantum yield ηQY ,
2. the injection efficiency ηinj,
3. and the out-coupling efficiency ηout.
These three factors result in the following relation for the total external quantum
efficiency ηext:
ηext = ηQY ∗ ηinj ∗ ηout.[1] (2.28)
The luminescent quantum yield is determined by the active material and can be
used to compare the performance of different nanoparticle samples, while the injec-
tion efficiency depends strongly on the architecture of the device and will be used to
compare the performance of different hole injection layers with each other. In litera-
ture, luminescent quantum yield and injection efficiency are often reported combined
as internal quantum efficiency, which concludes both, quantum yield and injection
efficiency (ηint = ηQY ∗ηinj). The out-coupling efficiency, which will not be optimized
in this work, has also being separated by Eq. 2.28. The individual characteristics of
all three components of the external quantum efficiency are discussed in the following
sections.
2.4.1. Luminescent quantum yield of the active nanoparticles
The luminescent quantum yield ηQY is defined as follows: The share of electron-
hole pairs inside the active material that recombine radiatively. In nanoparticles,
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energy from an excited electronic state can be consumed in several ways. First, an
electron-hole pair may recombine radiatively as mentioned. This is obviously the
goal in a light-emitting device. Second, it can recombine producing heat by emission
of phonons by recombination at volume defects and surface states. Third, the energy
can be transferred to another electron by the Auger effect. Forth, because of the very
high surface-to-volume ratio of nanoparticles, another recombination mechanism has
to be taken into account for this type of material: oxidation/reduction processes
that convert the energy into chemical energy. At the surface of the nanoparticles,
defect and trap states are not avoidable, but they can be reduced by a core/shell
structure.[130132] The active material is the core, which is covered by a so called
shell. A confinement of charge carriers to the core can be realized, if a material
with higher conduction band level and lower valence band level is chosen as shell
material. The surface defects of the core are passivated by the shell and the energetic
confinement keeps them away from the surface defects of the shell and (re-)oxidants
in the surrounding.
2.4.2. Injection efficiency
For achieving radiative recombination from electron-hole pairs in the active material,
they have to be created first. The injection efficiency ηinj is defined as the share of
charge carriers flowing through the device that form such an electron-hole pair inside
the active material. This chance is determined by the following properties of the
device:
1. In a LED, electrons and holes are both created in adjacent charge transport
layers and have to be transferred to the active material. The chance of a charge
carrier to be transmitted unscattered from one semiconductor into another one
depends on the mobility of the charge carrier inside the injection layer, and
the height and width of the energetic barrier at the interface for the respective
band, valence band in case of holes and conduction band in case of electrons
(cf. chapter 2.2.2). Scattering at the interface may lead to non-radiative re-
combination at interface states.
2. For an optimized injection efficiency, charge balance is mandatory.[14, 133] If
there exists a majority carrier, be it holes or electrons, some of them will not
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meet a partner to form an electron-hole pair on their way through the active
layer unavoidably and leak through to the opposite charge injection layer.
3. A fraction of the carriers may leak into the opposite injection layer, even though
there would have been a carrier of opposing charge because of the finite scat-
tering cross section for forming an electron-hole pair. Leaking may be reduced
by a band offset between active and opposite charge injection layer for the
charge carriers respective band, which leads to reflection of charge carriers and
increased residence time inside the active layer. In advanced devices, additional
dedicated blocking layers are introduced for this purpose.
Regarding band alignment, an optimized device structure is presented in Fig. 2.4.
In Fig. 2.4a, a scheme of the device showing the electron vacuum levels of conduction
and valence bands throughout the device is presented, including hole transport layer
(HTL), emitting layer (EML) and electron transport layer (ETL). 2.4b and 2.4c
show the calculated band gap levels unbiased and with an external bias applied,
respectively. The valence band of the HTL is assumed to fit exactly to the valence
band of the EML, and the same is true for the conduction band of EML and ETL.
The reason for this becomes clear, when the band diagram at operating voltage is
consulted: no abrupt energy barrier is observed at the heterojunction in either case
for the respective charge carriers, which results in less charge carrier reflection. While
this would also be achieved, if the injecting band would be at higher energy for the
respective charge carrier, the corresponding potential drop at the interface would
result in producing heat and reducing the power efficiency of the device. On the
other hand, there is a large offset between the HTL conduction band and the EML,
and the valence band of EML and ETL, which leads to a high energy barrier for
electrons at the interface from EML to HTL and for holes at the interface from EML
to ETL, preventing charge carriers from leaking through and confining them inside
the active zone. Therefore, this device architecture strongly increases the chance
of charge carriers to form an electron-hole pair. The contacting materials, such as
metals or transparent conductive oxides (which are degenerate semiconductors) are
appreciated to have a work function similar to the respective charge transport layer,
which facilitates formation of ohmic contacts. An exception is a metal/degenerate
semiconductor junction, where this is not mandatory. It has been shown that barriers
related to an energy offset are commonly less important because of the high number of
18
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Figure 2.4.  (a) Sketch of a simple LED structure with the vacuum band
levels of the involved layers. It consists of the emitting layer (EML) sandwiched
between hole transport layer (HTL) and electron transport layer (ETL) with
optimized band alignment. (b) Same structure with materials being in contact
with each other without external bias and (c) at an external bias of 2.6V and
current density of 7.3mA/cm2. EML area has been filled with purple and
transport layers with gray in all figures allowing for quick comparison. For
more details regarding the simulation cf. Appendix A.2.
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free charge carriers in the contacting layers. Therefore, tunneling injection becomes
highly efficient and quasi-ohmic contacts are observed.[134137]
Although deviations from the smooth band alignment are often unavoidable due
to the limited choice of materials with specific band levels, a quantum dot device
based on CdSe/CdS as EML has been presented recently with a band structure
which is very close to this setup.[18] In these devices, ZnO has been used as ETL.
The conduction band level of ZnO is very close to the respective value of CdSe and
CdS, facilitating a good electron injection. On the other hand, the valence band level
of ZnO is much lower than the one of CdSe/CdS, providing a substantial electron
barrier. As HTL, NPB has been used with a substantial higher LUMO for electron
blocking and a HOMO near the valence band of the quantum dots for hole injection.
As a result, the internal efficiency has been reported to be near 90%.
The injection efficiency is governed by the device architecture and the properties
of the injection layers. It is therefore an efficient measure to compare different device
setups, if one uses the same EML material.
2.4.3. Out-coupling efficiency
Photons generated inside the LED might get trapped or absorbed, which lowers the
count of photons per charge carrier observed by an external spectator and therefore
the external quantum efficiency. For average devices without dedicated measures
to improve the out-coupling, about 80% (OLEDs[95]) to 90% (GaN epitaxial-layer
LEDs[138]) of photons are lost this way. Without a proper back-reflecting mirror,
even 50% more of photons are lost, resulting in an out-coupling efficiency of only
5% to 10%. There are four important effects that determine the ability of a LED to
release generated light into the surrounding, which is described by the out-coupling
efficiency ηout (Fig. 2.5)[107, 138]:
1. Fresnel reflection,
2. incomplete back mirror reflection,
3. total reflection,
4. and absorption, finally.
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Figure 2.5.  Loss mechanisms in light out-coupling of LEDs: Aside from
successful transmission of photons to the surrounding (out), photons might be
trapped by Fresnel reflection (1), incomplete back mirror reflection (2) and total
reflection (3), and might then be absorbed (4) before leaving the semiconductor.
Material n˜
ITO 2.0[138]
Sapphire 1.78[138]
ZnO 2.1[139]
p-GaN 2.4[138]
Table 2.1.  Refractive indices n˜ of the materials used in the examples.
The Fresnel reflection coefficient RF at the interface from a semiconductor material
with refractive index n˜1 to the surrounding with refractive index n˜0 for perpendicular
incident photons is given by the relation
RF =
(
n˜1 − n˜0
n˜1 + n˜0
)2
. (2.29)
In example, this equation gives a negligible Fresnel reflection coefficient of a ZnO→ITO
interface of 6× 10−4, and a noticeable one of 1× 10−2 for a GaN→sapphire inter-
face. The refractive indices of these materials are found in Tab. 2.1. The second loss
mechanism is total reflection.[107, 138, 140] It follows from Snell's law that every
photon at an interface traveling from a media of higher refractive index to a material
of lower one, that is incident above a certain angle, is reflected. This angle is called
the critical angle and is given by [107]
θc = sin
−1 n˜0
n˜1
≈ n˜0
n˜1
. (2.30)
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If photons are emitted equally in all directions within the half-space, the reflection
coefficient Rtotal becomes
R =
π/2− θc
π/2
, (2.31)
=
π/2− n˜0/n˜1
π/2
. (2.32)
This is usually the most important loss mechanism in planar semiconductors with
large refraction index like ZnO and GaN, where Eq. 2.32 yields to a total reflection
coefficient of about 70% to air. Therefore, a lot of measures have been invented
to reduce light trapping, like surface roughening[140] or scattering at a nanoparticle
interlayer[141]. Nanorods and nanoparticles themselves possess roundly shaped sur-
faces, resulting commonly in alternating incident angle after every reflection and are
therefore less likely to trap photons, which leads to better out-coupling properties of
these materials.[142144]
If we assume that photons are generated with arbitrary orientation of propagation
and the LED is required to emit light into a certain direction by the application
as it usually is, a back reflection mirror has to be used, e.g. a metal layer[138] or a
distributed Bragg reflector[145]. The reflection should be as high as possible, because
every absorbed or transmitted photon will be lost. (Re-)absorption occurs in every
material and is minimized by choosing support layers exhibiting a band gap that is
larger than the energy of the emitted photons and by minimized layer thickness. As
every back-and-forth reflection elongates the way of the photons inside the LEDs,
the total share of absorbed photons strongly depends on the chances of reflection.
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3.1. Crystal structure and band diagram of wurtzite ZnO
Zinc oxide is a widely investigated material for optoelectronic applications, because of
its wide band gap of 3.34 eV[125] at room temperature and the high exciton binding
energy of 60meV.[146] In this chapter, the basic characteristics of ZnO as active
material shall be discussed.
a)
Zn2+
O2-
b)
O2-
Zn2+
c
a
Figure 3.1.  (a) Hexagonal crystal lattice and (b) unit cell of ZnO in wurtzite
configuration and its lattice constants a and c.[147, 148] Zn2+ ions are shown
as violet spheres and O2− ions as gray ones. Black lines the edges of the unit
cell; red lines underline the tetrahedral coordination of ZnO.
ZnO is a II-VI compound, that exists in three different configurations: cubic rock-
salt, cubic zinc blende and hexagonal wurtzite, which are described in detail in [147].
A schematic of the unit cell of the wurtzite crystal structure is presented in Fig. 3.1,
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which is the most common configuration because it is the stable one at room tem-
perature. ZnO nanoparticles usually adopt this form as well (e.g., cf. Fig. 9.2 and
reports [102, 106, 149]). The wurtzite structure consists of two hexagonal closely
packed sublattices with a 3/8 displacement along the threefold c-axis. The wurtzite
structure has two lattice constants as shown in Fig. 3.1: a, which denotes the length
inside the hexagonal plane, and c, which denotes the length perpendicular to it. They
are related by the equation c/a =
√
8/3 ≈ 1.63. In case of ZnO, a and c are reported
to be in the range of 3.2492Å to 3.2503Å and 5.2031Å to 5.2075Å, respectively.[150]
ZnO in cubic rocksalt or zinc blende structures are formed under special conditions,
e.g. by deposition under high pressure (cubic rocksalt) or by epitaxial growth on a
cubic substrate (cubic zinc blende). These configurations are not represented in any
of the ZnO samples discussed within this thesis and will not be discussed further.
More details are given in [147].
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Figure 3.2.  Simplified band structure of wurtzite ZnO.[151, 152]
Wurtzite ZnO has a band structure as shown in Fig. 3.2. While there is only
one conduction band, the valence band is splitted into three sub-bands which are
separated by minor energy level differences. Band splitting and offset are caused by
crystal field and spin-orbit splitting.[151] The A and C valence band and the con-
duction band have Γ7 symmetry, while the B valence band has Γ9 symmetry.[151]
ZnO has a wide band-gap of 3.37 eV[32] at room temperature, which is the differ-
ence between the conduction band minimum and the maximum of valence band A.
Valence band B is separated by 5meV from valence band A at the Γ-point, while
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the maximum of Band C is 45meV below. Both energetic differences have been de-
termined at low temperatures.[151] The minimum of the conduction band and the
maxima of the valence band are all situated at the Γ-point which makes ZnO being a
direct semiconductor. This allows optical emission without the need for a phonon to
take part in the process to fulfill the conservation of momentum, making such tran-
sitions much more likely and enabling ZnO to act as active material in light-emitting
devices.
3.2. Doping of ZnO
The ability of being doped is a very important characteristic of a semiconductor.
Doping allows to tailor the conductivity and to form junctions that enable building
of semiconductor devices, e.g. diodes and transistors.
ZnO is a material that is intrinsically n-doped with natural defects acting as donors.
In example, a study has presented intrinsic bulk ZnO with a free electron density
of 1016 cm−3 with a mobility of 200 cm2V−1 s−1.[153] For ZnO nanoparticles, an in-
creased free charge carrier density due to intrinsic doping of about 1018 cm−3 has
been observed,[154] while the mobility decreases to a range of 2× 10−4 cm2V−1 s−1
to 7× 10−2 cm2V−1 s−1.[154156] Nevertheless, the high intrinsic doping provides
good electron conductivity, because ZnO nanoparticle layers usually still exhibit a
sufficient electron mobility for many applications, which even holds true in case of
very small particles with a diameter of 20 nm and less. For reference, this value is at
least one magnitude above the typical electron mobility of organic electron transport
layers.[157] Therefore, the increased electron mobility, compared to organic materi-
als, has facilitated the materials application in electron transport layers in several
organic and high performance nanocrystal LED concepts.[18, 155, 158]
The identification of the defect acting as donor for intrinsic doping is a contro-
versially debated topic and no consensus could be achieved until now.[159] Three
possible donors have been identified: zinc interstitials or their complexes,[159162]
oxygen vacancies,[159, 162] and adsorbed hydrogen[163]. As higher carrier concen-
trations have been achieved after removing hydrogen, e.g. after annealing,[162, 164]
and oxygen vacancies have high ionization energies, zinc interstitials might be the
most important intrinsic donor in ZnO. Apart from intrinsic doping, n-doping of ZnO
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with Al[154] or In[165] have been reported. In case of ZnO:In, an electron mobility
of 3.7 cm2V−1 s−1 at a free electron doping concentration of 1.7× 1020 cm−3 could be
achieved.[165]
In contrast to n-doping, stable and reliable p-doping of ZnO is very hard to achieve,
because compensating n-doping defects have comparably low formation energies.[101,
166] or the acceptor levels are situated too far away from the valence band edge.[167]
Nevertheless, several reports claim to have presented LEDs incorporating a p-type
ZnO layer, using sodium,[168] phosphorous,[146], antimony,[169], arsenic[170, 171]
or nitrogen[172] as dopant. Their performance, however, is typically low.[167] To
avoid difficulties arising from reliable and stable p-doping of ZnO, heterojunction
LED concepts provide an alternative to homojunction ones, which combine n-type
or intrinsic ZnO with a p-type semiconductor made from another material.
3.3. Optical emission properties of ZnO
ZnO is capable to emit light over a wide spectral range, spanning from the near UV
over the whole visible range. UV emission originates from near band gap emission
(3.3.1), while several defect structures in ZnO provide recombination levels allowing
emission in every section of the visible spectrum (3.3.2). The origin of the various
emission wavelengths will be discussed in the following sections together with the
progress of fabricating luminous efficient ZnO quantum dots emitting at the respec-
tive wavelength.
3.3.1. Band gap related emission
The exciton binding energy of ZnO (60meV[146]) makes excitons in this material
stable at room temperature. Therefore, (near) band gap related optical transitions
are significantly influenced by excitonic properties. Emission from recombining free
excitons is dominant at room temperature with a transition energy of approximately
3.3 eV (376 nm).[173, 174] The only exception to this rule is the so called A-line at
381 nm,[174] which is observed in experiments on nanostructures with a high surface-
to-volume ratio [174179] and has been shown to dominate at room temperature.[174,
176] While the recombination mechanism leading to the emission at the A-line is still
under debate,[180, 181] its relation to the surface is obvious from the type of systems
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where it has been frequently observed. Common explanations favor excitons bound to
surface defect states.[174, 176181] Phonon replicas of both, free exciton and A-line,
broaden the excitonic emission lines at room temperature.[174]
Upon nanoparticle size decreasing into the regime of the excitonic Bohr radius,
which is reported for bulk ZnO to be in the range from 1.8 nm[147, 182, 183] to
2.8 nm[184], continuous bulk exciton energy levels separate from each other into dis-
crete energy levels and the band gap increases. This effect is called quantum confine-
ment, which has been observed in many nanoparticle materials including CdS,[123]
CdSe,[132] InP,[185] Si[186, 187] and ZnO,[182, 188192] as well. Usually, it can
be described by a simple effective mass model, but in case of ZnO a strong dis-
crepancy between this model and experiment is well known and widely discussed
in literature.[182, 188192] Some of the main reasons being discussed are: Stokes
shift between absorption and emission peak due to different fine structure states
involved,[188, 192] or due to phonon interaction,[188] leakage of the carrier wave
function to surface states (i.e. a finite well depth height),[182] or Stark shift due
to a strong electric field due to surface charges.[191] Therefore, no general relation
between the nanoparticles size and the band gap energy in ZnO quantum dots that
models the behavior in all systems could be presented.
Although several efforts have been made to increase it, the quantum yield of the
band gap emission in ZnO quantum dots is very low in general and below 1%,
and no substantial progress to increase it could be achieved so far.[193195] The
reasons behind this are surface states, e.g. created by adsorbing of OH-groups,[195]
and the low defect formation energies in ZnO.[196] While surface states might be
controlled by applying ligands or a shell, it is very hard to make a sample without
any defects. All of these surface and defect states provide radiative and non-radiative
relaxation channels that compete with the excitonic transition and therefore decrease
its efficiency.
3.3.2. Defect state related emission
In this section, the defect related emission of ZnO in the visible range of the spec-
trum will be discussed. A lot of optical active defects are known for ZnO, including
zinc and oxygen vacancies, interstitials, antisites and various surface related states
originating from adsorbed groups or ligands. Some transitions involve the conduc-
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tion or valence band, while others are inter-defect transitions. Emission wavelengths
will be discussed separately for the violet to blue, the green, and the yellow to red
region due to transitions within these ranges being attributed to a similar group of
defects. This structure should by no means distract from the fact that the origins
of all defect transitions and their assignment to emission wavelengths is a very con-
troversial debated topic and is by no means fully understood.[173, 178, 180, 189,
197199] Progress in this field is essentially becoming difficult because the various
defect types are being influenced by the positioning within the crystal lattice. This
might be affected by the size, the shape and the exact creation process of the indi-
vidual ZnO sample, including e.g. method, temperature, concentration of reactants
and annealing conditions in different atmospheres.[97, 197]
Violet to blue emission
ZnO emission in the violet and blue spectral ranges (specifically between 400 nm to
488 nm) is commonly attributed to electrons in a donor state, which is most often
identified as zinc interstitial, recombining with holes in the valence band.[22, 199
202] Emission in the lower energy, blue section of this spectral range has also been at-
tributed to coupling of defect sites to a disordered lattice,[199] and to donor-acceptor
transitions from zinc interstitials to zinc vacancies.[203] Violet to blue emission is
typically weak compared to emission at other wavelengths,[22, 199] probably caused
by the low stability of the zinc interstitial defect. Experimental results from optical
detection of electron paramagnetic resonance at increasing temperature prove zinc
interstitials to be much less stable than other defects.[204] This is supported by the-
oretical calculations showing that zinc interstitials are fast diffusers exhibiting a very
low migration barrier of 0.57 eV, which leads to the instability of the defect.[196]
One report has presented very efficient, blue emitting ZnO quantum dots made by
a solution based process that exhibit a record quantum yield of 76% at an emission
wavelength of 440 nm.[102] However, it has been concluded from PLE experiments
that the emission of these quantum dots does not originate from ZnO volume, but
from surface states that are attributed to complexes formed with the ligand oleic
acid. These oleic acid molecules have been used to replace hydroxyl groups usually
present after precipitation. The assumption has been supported by photolumines-
cence measurements in various chemical surroundings. The blue emission intensity
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is shown to decrease with increasing size, which is a clear indication of a surface
related mechanism, as well. Other reports show silica coated ZnO nanoparticles with
a photoluminescence quantum yield of up to 60%.[205, 206] As the emission peak
wavelength of bare and silica-coated ZnO quantum dots is similar, this might be a
hint that the emission is indeed from ZnO in this case.[205] However, there have
been no further investigations on the responsible luminescent mechanism within this
publication.
Other reports communicate the opinion that transitions from the conduction band
to zinc defect acceptor states yield to blue emission from ZnO. These acceptor states
have been identified to be zinc interstitials at the surface[198] or zinc vacancy-
hydrogen complexes.[207] An involvement of either conduction band or valence band,
however, is widely accepted and is supported by the temperature-induced, s-shaped
shift of the violet-blue emission wavelength.[197, 200]
Green emission
Green emission (497 nm to 564 nm) is the most commonly reported defect emission
from ZnO, and several different recombination mechanisms have been reported for
radiative recombination in this section. It is very likely that indeed multiple re-
combination mechanisms exists that lead to green-yellow emission with their relative
intensity depending on the density of recombination centers in the specific ZnO sam-
ple. This density distribution may be influenced to a great extent by the creation
process of the sample. The most commonly mentioned transition involves radia-
tive recombination at oxygen vacancies.[189, 194, 208213] In structures with high
surface-to-volume ratios, such as small nanoparticles, this recombination process is
strongly supported by OH groups, which bond to the ZnO surface in humid ambient
air or in ethanol.[189, 194, 212, 214]
Most of the ZnO samples exhibiting a high luminescent quantum yield emit in
the green region. Silane-functionalized ZnO nanocrystals have been presented with a
peak emission wavelength of 545 nm at a quantum yield of up to 20%.[215] Another
report presented ZnO nanoparticles capped with 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacry-
late (TPM) with a quantum yield of up to 61% at an emission center wavelength of
492 nm, while the bare nanocrystals emitted at almost the same wavelength (494 nm)
at a lower, yet respectable quantum yield of 28%.[23] The emission wavelength could
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be redshifted to approximately 505 nm and 525 nm by reducing the concentration
of the catalyst LiOH in the precipitation step. ZnO nanoparticles capped with
poly(amidoamine) (PAMAM) dendrons show increased quantum yield with storage
time, which increases from 21% to 59% after 20 days of storage in water at a center
emission wavelength of 550 nm.[216]
Unfortunately, neither the mechanism of the emission at the different wavelengths
leading to the high quantum efficiencies measured on these samples nor the cause for
the shift in [23] could be elucidated, however. Dijken and co-workers investigated the
insitu luminescent quantum yields of very small ZnO quantum dots with a diameter
of 1.4 nm to 1.9 nm, which are increasing with decreasing diameter up to a value of
21%. They attributed the emission to the commonly mentioned mechanism involving
a singly-ionized oxygen vacancy.[208]
Despite the great popularity to explain green luminescence by relating it to singly
ionized oxygen vacancies, it has been demonstrated that it cannot be the only recom-
bination center leading to emission in this spectral range. Green emitting ZnO quan-
tum dots have been reported that do not incorporate singly-ionized oxygen vacancies,
which has been demonstrated by an absence of the signal of this paramagnetic state
in EPR measurements.[217] Additionally, there have also been reports that claim
oxygen vacancy/zinc vacancy donor-acceptor pair recombination,[218, 219] oxygen
interstitials[22, 198, 220] and anti-sites[220] are involved in green emission from ZnO.
Oxygen interstitials seem to emit at higher wavelengths compared to oxygen vacan-
cies[22] and antisites[22, 220], and they appear to be less efficient radiative recombi-
nation centers compared to oxygen vacancies[22]. As reports on these mechanisms
are rare, however, further research will be necessary to elucidate the characteristics of
emission related to oxygen vacancy/zinc vacancy donor-acceptor pair recombination,
oxygen interstitials and antisites.
Yellow to red emission
Emission in the yellow to orange regime (576 nm to 600 nm) is observed in ZnO sam-
ples that have been made under oxygen rich conditions. Therefore, it is most com-
monly attributed to oxygen interstitials.[221, 222] The exact recombination mech-
anism is not fully understood yet. However, yellow emission has been observed to
be facilitated by OH groups at the surface of nanostructures, similar to green emis-
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sion.[178, 223, 224] ZnO nanoparticles exhibiting a quantum yield of 19% and a
central emission wavelength of 579 nm have been reported, which have been made by
an ethanol based precipitation method at pH 6.[24]
Similar to yellow to orange emission, orange to red emission (600 nm to 697 nm)
is commonly observed in ZnO samples that have been made under oxygen rich con-
ditions, and is therefore often attributed to be related to oxygen interstitials, [203,
225227] while the exact mechanism remains unclear, as well. The fact that no
single defects can be assigned to emission in this spectral range by energy level cal-
culations[220, 228] and the high temperature stability support the concept that the
responsible recombination centers might be defect complexes that most likely involve
at least one oxygen interstitial.[178] Other reports assume that yellow, orange and red
emission all involve holes in an oxygen interstitial level, but electrons from different
energy levels originating from band gap or donor states.[203, 228] Aside from oxy-
gen interstitials, zinc interstitials[229] and complexes including a zinc vacancy[178]
have been suggested to act as red emitting recombination centers. Obtaining a high
quantum yield in the red section of the visible spectrum remains a challenge and no
highly efficient, red emitting ZnO quantum dots have been reported until the present
day.
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4.1. Deposition of thin-films by radio-frequency magnetron
sputtering
Sputtering is a deposition technique that has become extremely popular in compound
semiconductor device technology because it preserves stoichiometry much better than
evaporation processes.[230, 231] Additional advantages include improved adhesion,
film homogeneity and better control of the deposited layer thickness.[231] The fun-
damental process involves ionization of a processing gas, such as argon, nitrogen or
oxygen. Electrons are accelerated by applying an electric field between the substrate
and the target, which consists of the material to be deposited. This field might ei-
ther be static (dc sputtering) or alternating (ac sputtering), as described below. More
electrons are separated from the atomic core upon collision of these very fast electrons
with processing gas atoms, creating ions, and even more free electrons. After being
accelerated by the electric field by themselves, even more free electrons are created
upon further collisions. As this process repeated, an ion gas is created. The ions are
driven toward the target by a negative electrical potential. Because they possess a
much higher mass when compared to electrons, ions are able to gain a momentum
that is sufficiently high enough to eject target surface atoms upon collision, which
may then deposit on the substrate and form a film.
Sputtering processes are known in a lot of variations, among them direct current
(dc), alternating current (ac, mostly radio frequency (rf)), magnetron and reactive
sputtering, and combinations of these. The historically first developed variant has
been dc sputtering.[230] Here, electrons are simply accelerated by a static field. Al-
though the required setup is very simple, the plain dc-sputtering technique is not
used in production environments anymore because of its low deposition rate, which
is of the order of a few hundred ångström at most for many metals.[230] This results
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from the low electron scattering ionization cross section, which causes many elec-
trons to reach the anode without a single ionization process.[230] Also, this method
is restricted to conductive target and substrate materials because otherwise they
would be charged by the constant current of ions and electrons. This would create
an opposing field and impede the process.[230, 231]
The limitation to conducting materials has been overcome by the development of ac
sputtering processes. Typically, a radio-frequency field at 13.56MHz is superimposed
to a constant bias. Because of the high frequency, only electrons are able to follow
the alternating share of the electrical field by performing an oscillating movement,
while the influence on ions with much higher mass per electrical charge is negligible.
This has two effects. First, electrons and ions are separated, which creates a plasma.
Second, the electrons charge the isolated target when it is at positive bias, while the
ions are not able reach the electrode due to their higher mass. At negative bias,
the electrons are impeded from leaving and decharging the target by the extraction
energy. The substrate is prevented from being charged by being grounded. Therefore,
the target is negatively self-biased on time average, and positive working gas ions are
accelerated to collide with it in analogy to dc sputtering. Without a requirement of
a current for ac sputtering, various types of materials can be deposited by it, be it
metal, semiconductor or insulator.
Both, dc and rf sputtering, can be combined with a magnetron to enhance the
deposition rate.[230, 231] A magnetron arrangement consists of several permanent
magnets that create a magnetic field strongly oriented in plane with the target.[232]
This field enhances the density of electrons in close proximity to the target, allowing
for sustaining the discharge plasma at lower voltages.[230, 231]. The increase of the
electron density is achieved by elongating their travel distance by directing them on
a spiral path utilizing Lorentz force.
Here, we use the rf magnetron system tectra SputterCoater. This type of system
allows to deposit the rather insulating materials NiO and WO3 at sufficiently high
rates as discussed before. The plasma is ignited by a radio-frequency source operating
at 13.56MHz with a maximum power output of 300W. The substrate is mounted on
a sample holder approximately 8 cm from the target. The target itself is mounted in
a sputtering gun at the bottom of the chamber. Oxygen and argon gas flow rates for
reactive sputtering are steered by two mass flow controllers that set the ratio of both
gases inside the chamber. The deposited layer thickness is supervised by changes of
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the resonance frequency of an oscillating quartz crystal.
4.2. Epitaxial growth of GaN using MOVPE
The p-GaN hole injection layers used here have been made using metal-organic va-
por phase epitaxy (MOVPE) and have been characterized electrically by the depart-
ment of semiconductor technology at the University of Duisburg-Essen. Epitaxial
growth processes are widely utilized in the semiconductor industry due to the su-
perior material properties deriving from the single crystalline structure. MOVPE is
the standard process for nitride growth because of lower requirements on the vacuum
level and higher growth rates compared to molecular beam epitaxy.[233] The funda-
mental steps of an MOVPE process are as follows[230, 233]: The reactants are kept
in bubblers and are streamed into the reaction chamber with a carrier gas. Typi-
cally gas-phase reactions occur, before the precursors diffuse to the heated substrate
surface, where they are adsorbed. They diffuse over the heated semiconductor sur-
face and are subject to further reactions, until the products are either incorporated
into the crystal or are desorbed again, together with the reaction by-products. The
desorbed molecules will then be streamed to the exhaust.
The process temperature is a critical parameter for MOVPE growth. Three growth
regimes can be distinguished, reaction limited, diffusion limited and desorption lim-
ited.[233] In the reaction limited regime, the temperature is too low for the reaction
to take place shortly after the reactants have moved a lattice spot. The reaction
limited growth rate increases exponentially with increasing temperature until the
diffusion limited regime is entered. Within this regime, growth is limited by the rate
at which reactants are transported to the semiconductor surface. Diffusion is not a
direct function of temperature, therefore the growth rate is almost stable throughout
this regime. If the temperature is increased further, an increasing share of reactants
is desorbed before the reaction took place, and the growth rate decreases exponen-
tially. Therefore, the temperature is chosen to be in the diffusion limited regime, to
ensure a stable and fast growth process.
GaN samples presented within this work have been prepared using the Aixtron 3x2
CCSMOVPE system. Ga(CH3)3, NH3 and Cp2Mg (Bis(cyclopentadienyl)magnesium,
metal-organic source for p-doping) have been used as precursors, and N2 has been the
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carrier gas. The formation of GaN follows a complex reaction chain, which details
are found in [233]. It can be summed up to
Ga(CH3)3 +NH3
temperature−−−−−−−→ GaN + 3CH4. (4.1)
Immediately after the growth process, incorporation of Mg in GaN films is very
bad.[233] It has been enhanced by a post-growth activation step at 750 ◦C for 20min.
4.3. Fabrication of ZnO nanoparticle LEDs
Following, the standard procedure for processing of the nanoparticle devices is pre-
sented, which has been followed unless special changes are announced in the respec-
tive chapter.
1. Cleaning of substrates
Substrates have been degreased in de-ionized water (DI) admixed with a few drops
of common commercial dish washing cleaner. After subsequent rising with DI water,
samples have been cleaned in a beaker with boiling acetone for two minutes. After
that, the beaker has been placed in an ultrasonic bath for another two minutes.
Subsequently, both steps have been repeated using ethanol. Finally, the substrates
have been rinsed again with DI water and have been blown dry by a nitrogen pistol.
For ITO, FTO and NiO covered substrates, a UV-ozone treatment has been carried
out (device FHR UVOH 150 LAB) in an additional step to remove residual organic
contamination and to increase the surface tension. This has been has proven to
optimize wetting conditions for butyl acetate used as solvent for spin-coating of the
nanoparticles, which follows immediately after UV-ozone cleaning.[97]
2. Deposition of p-contacts (only devices with GaN)
Metallic p-contacts have been evaporated on p-GaN only, ITO and FTO have been
contacted directly. Au/Ni p-contacts on GaN have been deposited according to
Fig. 4.1 through a shadow mask at a base pressure of approximately 10× 10−6mbar.
Evaporation of metal contacts has been done on the Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum UNI-
VEX 350 equipped with a FerroTec M-6 ebeam evaporator. Ni has been deposited
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on the substrate at a rate of 0.1 nm/s to 0.3 nm/s by electron beam evaporation from
a half-filled vitreous carbon crucible. If a crucible is used for the first time, the nickel
has to be melted very slowly with increasing electron beam current in the course of
an hour in order to avoid excessive spitting of the metal. Subsequently, Au has been
evaporated thermally at layer growth rates of 0.05 nm/s to 0.1 nm/s.
a)
p-contact n-contact
b)
p-contact n-contact
n-contact
n-contact
n-contact
n-contact
n-contact
Figure 4.1.  Contact setups with the side anode contact (golden area), and
(a) one centered circular aluminum cathode contact with a diameter of 3mm
or (b) six square shaped aluminum contacts with a length of 2.5mm.
3. Spin-coating process
Spin-coating has been performed on the SCS G3P-8 system utilizing the following
procedure described in [97] to produce dense films of ZnO nanoparticles: A dispersion
volume of 40µl to 50µl has been dropped in the middle of the area to be coated
and the substrate rotation has been initiated immediately after that. Initially, the
substrate rotation has been accelerated by 2 rpm/s to spin at 10 rpm for 10 s in order
to wet the whole area. Afterwards, rotation has been accelerated by 400 rpm/s and
has been kept at 4000 rpm for 60 s. Thereby, excess dispersion has been spun off and
a 100 nm to 400 nm thin, homogeneous ZnO nanoparticle layer has been left on top
of the substrate. The variation of the thickness is attributed to different nanoparticle
diameters and/or different dispersion concentrations, because the thinnest layers have
been formed after filtration of the dispersion as described in chapter 8.2.2.
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4. Annealing of ZnO nanoparticle layer (all devices without GaN)
After spin-coating, substrates have been dried on a hot plate at 150 ◦C for 30min.[234]
This step has been omitted for GaN based devices in order to prevent temperature-
induced acceleration of GaN surface oxidation.
5. Deposition of n-contacts
Aluminum has been used to contact the ZnO nanoparticles layers. It has been evap-
orated at rates between 0.25 nm/s to 1 nm/s from either a TiB2-BN or a vitreous
carbon crucible (product name FABMATE) through a shadow mask. Because Al
easily oxidizes, the chamber has been evacuated for at least 10 h prior to deposition
resulting in very low base pressures of about 7.8× 10−7mbar to 1.6× 10−6mbar. Two
different arrangements of n-contacts have been used throughout this work (Fig. 4.1).
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5.1. Optical properties
Figure 5.1.  Normalized photoluminescence (PL) spectrum on logarithmic
scale of a ZnO nanoparticle layer spin-coated from a VP AdNano® ZnO20
dispersion made by Evonik Industries. Excitation power is 15mW/cm2.
The LEDs presented in chapters 6, 7 and 8 use an active ZnO nanoparticle layer
that has been made from a dispersion produced on industry scale by Evonik Indus-
tries (VP AdNano® ZnO20 in butyl acetate). The nominal particle diameter of this
dispersion is 20 nm. Aged particles, like the ones used here, however, can grow up
to 150 nm, as shown in reference [235]. The production process has been published
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earlier.[103] The photoluminescence spectrum of two nominally identical dispersions
from the same production batch are shown in Fig. 5.1 at an excitation intensity of
15mW/cm2. The emission is centered around 377 nm for near band gap emission in
the UV, 425 nm to 435 nm in the blue, 535 nm in the green, and 620 nm in the red
spectral range, respectively. Emission peaks above 750 nm are attributed to second
order detection of the UV and blue luminescence. Blue luminescence is commonly
attributed to zinc interstitials, green to oxygen vacancies and red to oxygen inter-
stitials (cf. 3.3.2 chapter for details). All devices presented within this publication
have been made from this dispersion in order to enable a clear comparison between
the concepts. The quantum yield of the nanoparticles in this dispersion has been
determined to be 2.3× 10−3 by a comparative method described in chapter A.1.1.
This is a typical value for a ZnO sample that exhibits the major share of its emission
in the UV range.[193, 194]
5.2. Simple device concept
a)
Al 250 nm
200 nm
SiO
2
ITO 180 nm
ZnO
b)
ITO
-4.7 eV
Al
-4.3 eV
ZnO
-7.5 eV
-4.2 eV
Figure 5.2.  (a) Schematic of basic ZnO LED layer design. The length
specifications refer to the respective layer thickness. (b) Basic ZnO LED band
level diagram in vacuum without contact of the materials to each other, showing
the electron energy with respect to the vacuum level.[125, 236, 237]
The most simple nanoparticle light-emitter consists of two contact layers and a
nanoparticle layer between them. Devices with ZnO nanoparticles sandwiched be-
tween ITO and an aluminum electrode have been fabricated from the VP AdNano®
ZnO20 dispersion as described in chapter 4.3 (Fig. 5.2a). Similar concepts have
already been published.[97, 234, 238]
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The vacuum band level diagram is presented in Fig. 5.2b. On the electron side, a
very good match between the work function of aluminum and the conduction band
level of ZnO is observed, which results in ohmic contacts as it has been confirmed
many times independently (cf. e.g. [239241]). On the other hand, this concept
creates a very large barrier at the p-contact. Electrons from the ZnO valence band
have to overcome a potential difference of 2.8 eV to get into the ITO layer and to
leave behind holes in ZnO. Without a p-type semiconductor, this is an unipolar,
electron-only device, as discussed in chapter 2.3.2.
Figure 5.3.  Electroluminescence intensity of the simple ZnO nanoparticle
LED in dependence of the wavelength for applied voltages of 4V, 5V, 9V, and
14V.
The characteristic electroluminescence spectra of the simple ZnO LED are summed
up in Fig. 5.3. Emission spectra become observable at 3.5V to 4V, where one part of
the emission is centered around 440 nm to 460 nm in the blue range and a very broad
emission covering the whole visible spectral range above 550 nm is observed. After
increasing the voltage to 5V, the emission gets half a magnitude more intense, but
the shape of the spectrum is very similar. At an applied bias of 9V, UV EL becomes
observable centered at 374 nm. It is strongly increased in intensity at 14V, while the
emission peak wavelength is shifted to 377 nm, which is identical to the wavelength
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observed in PL (Fig. 5.1). The current/voltage characteristic of the simple devices is
a) b)
Figure 5.4.  (a) Current / voltage characteristic and (b) electroluminescence
intensity as a function of voltage of the simple ZnO nanoparticle LED (black).
The red line in (a) shows a linear fit of the current as a function of voltage
between −12V and 3.5V.
presented in Fig. 5.4a. In forward direction, almost linear behavior with a total device
resistance of about 10 kΩ is observed at low voltages up to 3.5V, which is caused
by an absence of a barrier for electrons as seen in the basic energy level diagram in
Fig. 5.2. The small non-linearity is expected and results from clearing of the depletion
zone at the ZnO / ITO interface. Above 3.5V, suddenly rapid jumps in current are
measured, and the device current gets unstable with several setbacks of current. At
9.5V and above, the increase of current with increasing voltage is reduced, and it is
completely stopped above 11V where the current remains almost constant. Sudden
setbacks of current with increasing voltage have been frequently observed, especially
for devices with high dissipated power. The decrease of current might be attributed
to thermal induced annealing of zinc interstitials. Zinc interstitials are assumed to
be contributing to n-doping of intrinsic ZnO,[159162] and have been reported to
be rather unstable.[204] In backward direction, measured afterwards, the device is
very stable indicating that unstable current influencing defects have already been
annealed while the device has been run in forward direction. Up to about −12V, the
current-voltage characteristic is linear with a resistance identical to the one observed
in forward direction at voltages below 3.5V.
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The electroluminescence intensity versus voltage is presented in Fig. 5.4b. The
shapes of the curves in forward and reverse direction are very similar. The emission
detection threshold is lower in forward direction (3V) compared to reverse direction
(4V). The values of intensity are rather low, and the maximum is observed in for-
ward direction at 3.2 nW/cm2, owing to the much stronger current. Nevertheless, the
correlation between emission intensity and current density seems to be rather weak,
which is underlined by two observations. First, the strong super-linearity of emission
intensity in reverse direction does not match to the linear behavior of the current in
the same direction. Second, an increase of emission intensity at high positive voltage
is observed, where the current is almost constant. An explanation can be given as
follows: Because all materials are n-conducting, the charge carriers are electrons,
which majority leaks through the device without taking part in a radiative recom-
bination process. Only a minority of electrons are extracted from ZnO luminescent
defect states and its valence band. Even if the amount of extracted electrons from
these states is increased at higher voltage, this is not necessarily noticeable in the
current-voltage measurement, because the leaking current is much stronger than the
current related to extraction and subsequent radiative recombination.
Figure 5.5.  External quantum efficiency characteristic of the simple ZnO
nanoparticle LED.
The external quantum efficiency resulting from these measurements is presented in
Fig. 5.5. It is very similar in both directions if the rapid jumps originating from the
current behavior in forward direction are neglected. The recorded EQEs are in the
order of 1× 10−8. Even with the poor quantum yield of the active nanoparticles in
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mind, this value is very low. This is typical for an electron only device,[16] as there
is no mechanism to actively keep the charge carriers from leaking through the ZnO
layer without recombination and no favoring of radiative processes over non-radiative
processes has been generated by the device design. The injection efficiency can be
estimated to be in the order of 10−4 using a typical out-coupling efficiency of OLEDs
without back-reflector of 10%.[95]
Reports of devices without any support layers are very rare in literature. As men-
tioned, similar devices made from nanoparticles made by Evonik Industries have been
reported that are based on ITO[238] and FTO[234] substrates. Despite incorporat-
ing ZnO nanoparticles being made using the same machine and process, the devices
presented in these reports show higher current densities and a different, yellow to red
emission spectrum. The dispersion used for investigations and devices presented here
has been stored for a longer time after production which leads to out-diffusing of less
stable defects being progressed further. This is most obvious if one compares the PL
measurements from these publications with Fig. 5.1 regarding the intensity in the
blue spectral range, which is much for the dispersion used here. As zinc interstitials
are commonly related to both, blue photoluminescence and intrinsic n-doping, this
matches well with the observed reduction of blue electroluminescence and current
density after incorporation into a LED. This explanation is supported by the low
stability of zinc interstitials in ZnO.[196, 204] The reduced defect density also leads
to pronounced UV emission of these devices when compared to the ones reported in
[234, 238].
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6.1. Concept
a)
ITO
-4.7 eV
Al
-4.3 eV
ZnO
-7.5 eV
-4.2 eV
WO3
-9.8 eV
-6.6 eV
b)
ITO
-4.7 eV
Al
-4.3 eV
ZnO
-7.5 eV
-4.2 eV
WO3
-8.9 eV
-5.7 eV
Figure 6.1.  Basic WO3/ZnO vacuum band level diagram without contact
of the materials to each other, showing the electron energy with respect to the
vacuum level (a) before and (b) after exposure of tungsten trioxide to ambient
atmosphere.[125, 236, 237, 242244]
Tungsten trioxide is a metal oxide that exhibits a very low conduction band level
of −6.6 eV.[243] Upon exposure to oxygen atmosphere, however, it is known that
it is increased significantly to −5.7 eV.[244, 245] Because tungsten trioxide surfaces
are known as strong absorbers, e.g. for water and hydrocarbon derivatives, the in-
crease of the work function has been assumed to be related to absorbtion of ambient
gas molecules.[246, 247] Tungsten trioxide is intrinsically n-conducting with oxygen
vacancies acting as shallow donors.[242] This enables the use as electron extraction
layer in electrical devices. The underlying concept involves electrons tunneling from
the adjacent material into the electron extractors conduction band, leaving behind
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 6.2.  Simulation of conduction band levels, valence band levels, and
(quasi) Fermi levels of WO3/ZnO structures; (a) without external bias, (b)
WO3 pre-exposed to air without external bias, (c) at external bias of 2V and
current density of 18mA/cm2, (d) WO3 pre-exposed to air at external bias of
1.1V and the same current density of 18mA/cm2. WO3 layer has been filled
with green and ZnO layer with gray in all figures allowing for quick comparison.
For more details regarding the simulation cf. Appendix A.2.
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a hole in the target state. It has been invented for use in light generation devices
for OLEDs[248] to create holes in the adjacent hole transport layer. WO3 has been
studied extensively since then due to the good performance that has been observed
including reduced turn-on voltage and increased efficiency. Additionally, WO3 en-
abled a simplified device design by replacing multiple organic layers without a reduced
performance.[242, 245, 247, 249252]
Basic vacuum band level diagrams for a WO3/ZnO LED are depicted in Fig. 6.1,
without and with preexposure of WO3 to oxygen, respectively. As the tungsten
oxide layers have been in contact with ambient air after deposition, energy levels
are assumed to be similar to 6.1b. Electrons from ZnO defect states at an energy
level above or comparable to the WO3 conduction band edge are suspected to tunnel
into the WO3 conduction band, leaving holes behind. These holes may then take
part in radiant recombination. A noticeable extraction from the valence band is not
suspected, because the barrier is still about 1 eV to 2 eV.[19]
In order to get a better understanding of the electronic properties of a WO3/ZnO
junction, simulations of band diagrams are presented in Fig. 6.2, with and without
external voltage applied. Fig. 6.2a shows an increase of the hole concentration in ZnO
near the interface of unexposed WO3 without bias, as indicated by the Fermi level
moving towards the ZnO valence band. This is caused by the very low work function,
which makes electrons move from ZnO to WO3. This effect is much weaker for the air
exposed WO3 (Fig. 6.2b), where the Fermi level remains in the upper half of the band
gap. On the WO3 side of the junction, a very steep potential drop is observed, which
results from the exceptional large static dielectric constant of amorphous WO3.[253]
In case of the simulation with external bias, the applied voltage has been chosen
to generate the same current density of 18mA/cm2 for devices incorporating air
exposed and unexposed WO3. Here, the quasi Fermi level moves very close to the
ZnO conduction band for both, air exposed and unexposed WO3, indicating that
ZnO is n-conducting with a significant amount of free electrons. Therefore, the
vast majority of charge carriers will be electrons leaking through to the WO3 layer.
After electrons gain energy at the potential drop at the interface from ZnO to WO3,
this will cause a high heat load concentrated at the junction and will probably lead
to instability of the device at higher voltages. While defects, except for shallow
donors, have not been included in determination of the quasi Fermi level shown here,
the situation is assumed to be the same for defect-incorporating materials that are
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intrinsic n-type, like ZnO and WO3. The steep potential drop at the junction secures
a short tunneling distance for electrons in interface-near ZnO defects, which makes
tunnel extraction to the WO3 conduction band feasible, as intended by the concept.
This device structure does not promise a satisfying efficiency because the majority
of the current is suspected to leak through by conduction band to conduction band
transport. Nevertheless, with the limited choice of materials with high work function
in mind,[101] it enables us to study the influence of a reduced barrier height on
hole creation within the defect states of ZnO. Tungsten trioxide has been used for
similar investigations on ZnSe/CdSe/ZnS (core/inner shell/outer shell) quantum dots
before, where it has been able to generate holes in the active material in contrast
to another material of higher work function and thereby clarifying the role of the
energetic band level offset for this system.[19] Additionally, the performance of ZnO
nanoparticle LEDs incorporating a layer of intermixed WO3 and ZnO nanoparticles
has been shown to exhibit respectable device performance for white light emission,
clearly visible to the naked eye.[97] In the following section, 6.2, the sputter deposition
process is described and a characterization of the deposited tungsten trioxide layers
is presented. In 6.3, the influences of tungsten trioxide layer thickness and oxygen
content in the sputtering atmosphere on electrical and optical properties of the final
device are discussed.
6.2. Sputtering of a thin WO3 layer
WO3 films are prepared by sputtering from a WO3-target in an argon/oxygen atmo-
sphere at different oxygen partial pressures, which are varied from 0% to 100% in
Oxygen partial pressure Massflow Argon Massflow Oxygen
% sccm sccm
0 10 0
20 10 2.5
40 10 6.66
60 6.66 10
80 2.5 10
100 0 10
Table 6.1.  Mass flow of gases used for different oxygen partial pressures in
sputtering atmosphere for WO3 deposition.
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Figure 6.3.  WO3 sputtering rate with respect to oxygen partial pressure.
steps of 20%. The respective flow rates for each gas for the different partial pressures
are shown in Tab. 6.1. The sputtering rate decreases for increasing oxygen partial
pressure (Fig. 6.3) until a low rate of (0.13± 0.01) nm/s is reached at 40%. After the
oxygen partial pressure is increased further, the rate remains nearly constant. The
main cause for this is the rather large scattering cross section of the oxygen molecule,
which consists of two atoms, while the argon gas contains single atoms.[254] There-
fore, sputtered ions have a reduced mean free path for acceleration and less ions
hit the target with a sufficient momentum to separate molecules from the target,
resulting in a lower deposition rate of WO3.
Other parameters influencing the rate, among them the working pressure and the
temperature of the sputtering target, are assumed to have a weaker impact under
these conditions. The latter has been concluded from the following observations:
Heating of the sputtering target in the process increases the sputtering rate, because
the molecules need less additional energy to separate from the target. This can be
observed in the first few minutes of pre-sputtering, when the rate increases. Heating
of the target is favored in oxygen atmosphere, because the thermalization zone shifts
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towards the target when the oxygen partial pressure is increased.[255] But because
the sputtering rate is observed to be lower in contrast to the effect of heating, it is
obviously super-compensated by the reduced mean free path in oxygen containing
atmosphere, indicating that the mean free path has a stronger influence on the sput-
tering rate compared to the target temperature under the conditions of the presented
experiment.
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Figure 6.4.  Diffraction pattern of monoclinic, bulk WO2, diffraction pattern
of monoclinic, bulk WO3, and diffraction pattern of a sputtered layer of WO3,
50 nm thick. Bulk diffraction patterns are taken from [256].
In Fig. 6.4, the XRD diffraction pattern of a 50 nm sputtered layer is compared to
the bulk reflexes of WO2 and WO3 in the monoclinic phase, which are the only con-
figurations that are formed during deposition at room temperature.[257] The pattern
of the sample is most similar to the one of monoclinic WO3, therefore it is assumed
that this type is the dominant one. The broad but clearly observable reflexes char-
acterize a layer with a high amorphous share incorporating small crystalline grains.
The average grain diameter has been calculated to be 16 nm using the Scherrer equa-
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tion, which relates XRD peak broadening to the samples crystallite size.[258] While
the reflexes of the sample below 25° match with the angle and relative intensity of
the bulk ones, the reflexes that are observed on the bulk sample between 25° and 30°
are shifted to higher angles by approximately 2°. This might be caused by strain or
a superposition of grains of various sizes, with different grades of stoichiometry or
with other tungsten oxide phases. At even higher angles, the reflexes are suppressed
by the amorphous character of the sample.
Figure 6.5.  WO3 XANES spectra at the L3 absorption edge of tungsten.
Measurements were done on a sputtered layer with a thickness of 50 nm (cyan)
and for reference purposes on a W foil (orange), and on WO2 (blue) and WO3
(green) powder pressed to pellets. The dashed line serves as guide to the
eye and indicates the absorption maximum of tungsten in the sputtered layer.
Measurements and graphic have been done by Alexander Kompch, NPPT,
University of Duisburg-Essen.
The same sample is investigated by X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES,
Fig. 6.5). A W foil, WO2 and WO3 pellets are used as reference samples. The pellets
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have been pressed from powders of 100 nm grain size. XANES reveals information
about the energy levels of orbitals, that are very specific for every element and that
are influenced by the oxidation state.[259] XANES is therefore an excellent way to
examine the stoichiometric composition of the sample at the surface. The shown
XANES spectra were taken at the L3 edge of tungsten, that results from absorption
at the 2p(J=3/2) orbital.
The L3 absorption peak of the sample matches with both, the WO3 and W ref-
erence, closely, so that no clear identification can be given from this alone. The
absorption at higher energy, in the area called the continuum, shows oscillations
that are resulting from interaction of re-emitted photons after x-ray absorption.[259]
The shape of these oscillations depends on the number and on the distance of ad-
jacent atoms, which can be related to the lattice configuration.[259] The very good
coinciding of the sample with the WO3 reference implies a similar crystallographic
configuration of both. It can be clearly distinguished from the W and WO2 refer-
ences, which is an additional indication, aside from the observations made by XRD,
that the sample consists of tungsten trioxide.
The optical transmission of the sputtered WO3 films is shown in Fig. 6.6 for layers
of different thickness deposited on a pristine SiO2-substrate, along with an inset
that shows a picture of the samples. The transmission of the thin 2 nm and 5 nm
layers is very high, above 97% and 95% in the spectral range from 380 nm (ZnO UV
near band gap emission) to the end of the visible spectral range, respectively. The
thicker layers both show a special but different behavior. Despite being ten times as
thick, the 50 nm transmits more photons than the 5 nm layer between 354 nm and
415 nm, but shows a dip of the transmission in the visible range which is caused
by interference. With an transmission above 93% in the relevant spectral range,
however, this layer is still considered to be suited as transparent injection layer for
ZnO LEDs, along with the thinner 2 nm and 5 nm layers. The transmission of the
20 nm layer is significantly reduced above 325 nm compared to all other samples. This
is an indication of a significantly higher defect concentration. Only the transmission
of this sample, which is below 90% for wavelengths smaller than 565 nm, is not
regarded to be sufficient for application in a ZnO LED.
The bronze color of the 50 nm layer is an indication for a high concentration of
reduced WO3,[260] facilitated by the high specific surface of the thin film. The color
of thin 2 nm and 5 nm samples is a pale yellow, which is generally an indication
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Figure 6.6.  Transmission of samples with different WO3 layer thickness
with respect to the wavelength. The inset shows a picture of the samples.
for stoichiometric WO3.[260] In this case, however, it is likely that these layers are
reduced like the 50 nm layer and only appear in a lighter color due to their small
thickness. The 20 nm film looks very different, it appears gray. Gray WO3 is consid-
ered to incorporate impurities.[261] Aside from W impurities and oxygen vacancies,
these might be nitrogen impurities, as discussed below.
WO3 is reported to be an indirect semiconductor with a bulk indirect bandgap in
the range from 2.4 eV to 2.8 eV, which is about an electron volt below the bulk direct
band gap at 3.5 eV.[262, 263] The indirect band gap of stoichiometric thin-film WO3
is reported in the range from 2.9 eV to 3.4 eV,[19, 242, 264266] about half an electron
volt above the bulk value. Crystalline thin-film layers tend to exhibit a band gap at
the lower end of the span and amorphous layers at the upper end.[264, 265] It has
been reported, e.g., that the indirect band gap decreased from 3.2 eV to 2.9 eV after
increasing the average nanocrystalline grain size from 9 nm to 50 nm by increasing the
substrate temperature during sputtering from 100 ◦C to 500 ◦C.[266] This has been
attributed to quantum confinement in the nanocrystalline grains. For comparison:
The bulk exciton Bohr radius of WO3 is about 13 nm.[267] The more a layer gets
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a)
b)
Figure 6.7.  Tauc plots of the absorption of WO3 layers with a thickness of
2 nm, 5 nm, 20 nm and 50 nm, for (a) indirect and (b) direct transition. The
dotted lines are fits to the linear part of the Tauc plots used to determine the
band gap of the samples, which are shown in the respective figures inset in the
same color as the corresponding Tauc plot.
amorphous, the smaller become the crystal grains, explaining why amorphous layers
have the largest band gap.
Tauc plots[268] for determining the direct band gap are shown in Fig. 6.7a and
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for determining the indirect bandgap in Fig. 6.7b. In this presentation, a quantity
(αhν)η is plotted against the photon energy hν, with the exponent η being dependent
on the type of optical transition. Its value is 2 for a direct transition, and 0.5 for
an indirect transition.[268] The intersection of a fit of the linear section of a Tauc
plot with the energy axis reveals the materials direct/indirect band gap, respectively.
The values for the band gaps evaluated are shown in the respective figures inset.
The determined direct band gap is almost constant for all samples at about 4.0 eV
to 4.1 eV. This value is in agreement with a previous report on sputtered thin-film
WO3,[266] and is about half an electron volt above the bulk value, which is compa-
rable to the indirect band gap increase observed for amorphous layers in literature
and which might result from quantum confinement, as well. The Tauc indirect band
gap is varying without showing a clear pattern regarding layer thickness. It is de-
termined to be 2.8 eV (2 nm), 2.9 eV(5 nm), 2.36 eV (20 nm), and 3.3 eV (50 nm),
respectively. The increased Tauc indirect band gap of the 50 nm film explains the
high transparency of this layer in the near UV regime. In contrast, the Tauc indirect
band gap of the 20 nm thick layer is especially small. While a contribution by im-
proved layer crystallinity to a reduction of the indirect band gap is possible, it seems
unlikely that neither the complete effect nor a major share of it can be explained
this way here. A change of crystallite grain size would be expected to be noticeable
in a reduction of the Tauc direct band gap, too, which has been determined to be
constant. Furthermore, the indirect band gap of the 20 nm layer is well below the
bulk crystal value, which is therefore impossible to be explained by increased crys-
tallinity. The thin 2 nm and 5 nm layers are determined to have a band gap close to
the bulk crystal value, which would correlate to an increased crystallinity observed
at a substrate temperature of 500 ◦C during sputtering before.[266] Because both
layers have been sputtered at room temperature, this is at least doubtful, even if the
unregulated substrate temperature has been increased during deposition as a side
effect of the sputtering process. It seems more likely, that the reduced Tauc indirect
band gaps of the 2 nm, 5 nm and 20 nm layers are caused by defects, and that the
20 nm layer with the lowest Tauc indirect band gap might bear a particular high
concentration of them. A reduced Tauc indirect band gap of WO3 has been related
to understoichiometry of WO3,[261] and nitrogen impurities in literature.[269271]
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6.3. WO3 / ZnO LED
6.3.1. Processing of devices
Al 250 nm
200 nm
SiO2
ITO 180 nm
WO , 2 nm - 50 nm3
ZnO
Figure 6.8.  Schematic of the WO3/ZnO LED layer design. The length
specifications refer to the respective layer thickness.
LEDs are prepared on the basis of the presented WO3 coated ITO substrates. A
schematic of the final devices is presented in Fig. 6.8. ITO substrates from Philips are
used which have a smooth surface with a roughness below 1 nm and a very low sheet
resistance of about 8Ω/ for current spreading and contacting the p-side (WO3) of
the device. A small stripe of about 3mm at one edge of the sample was protected
by a foil from being coated in the following process, which will be used to contact
the ITO. The ZnO nanoparticle layer on top of the sputtered WO3 layer is prepared
by spin-coating at 4000 rpm from a dispersion presented in chapter 5. The details
of the spin-coating process can be found in 4.3 with the exception that a dispersion
drop volume of only 15µl is used to produce these samples and that we measured a
resulting thickness of the ZnO nanoparticle layer of about 200 nm. Finally, aluminum
is deposited on top of the nanoparticle layer to serve as cathode by ebeam evaporation
at a growth rate of 1 nm/s through a shadow mask until the final thickness of 250 nm
is accomplished.
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Figure 6.9.  Logarithmic plot of electroluminescence intensity of a
WO3/ZnO LED in dependence of the wavelength for applied voltages of 5.5V,
7V and 14.5V. The WO3 layer has been sputtered in pure argon atmosphere
and is 5 nm thick.
6.3.2. Light-emission characteristics
The electroluminescence spectra recorded from a WO3/ZnO LED with a 5 nm WO3
layer that has been sputtered in pure argon atmosphere are shown in Fig. 6.9. They
have been taken at 5.5V (low voltage), 7V (medium voltage) and 14.5V (high volt-
age). At low driving voltages close to the detection limit, we see a broad emission
spectrum that covers the entire visible range, but no UV emission. The emission
maxima are around 450 nm to 460 nm (blue), 550 nm to 570 nm (green) and 740 nm
to 760 nm (red). At medium voltages the emission intensity increases, but the shape
of the emission spectrum remains almost constant with very weak UV emission. At
high voltages, green to red is preferred over blue emission, presumably by current
annealing of less stable blue emitting defects.[204] UV emission is observable only
at high voltages, where the device is already unstable. If we recall the photolu-
minescence spectrum of the ZnO nanoparticles presented in Fig. 5.1, the relative
emission intensity distribution of the different spectral ranges is surprising. Under
laser excitation, the green luminescence is one magnitude, the red luminescence even
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1.5 magnitudes less intense compared to the blue emission, yet the electrical devices
show comparable intensities in all three spectral ranges at low to medium voltages.
UV emission is missing completely, while it is even stronger in PL than blue emis-
sion. It has to be noted that the center emission wavelengths of the green and red
emission are identical in PL and EL, while they differ for the blue emission. In PL,
the intensity maximum has been positioned at a shorter wavelength of 425 nm.
a) b)
Figure 6.10.  Sketch of assumed electron extraction transitions at the
WO3/ZnO junction (I.) and suggested subsequent radiative recombination with
an electron from the ZnO band gap or a shallow donor state (II.). ZnO defect
levels[203, 221] have been set into the band gap simulations already shown in
(a) Fig. 6.2c for the unexposed WO3/ZnO junction and (b) Fig. 6.2d for the
air exposed WO3/ZnO junction. Oi: oxygen interstitial, V

O: oxygen vacancy,
and DA: deep acceptor level. For reference, the ITO level is been indicated by
a dashed line.
The suggested electron extraction transitions are presented in Fig. 6.10: from ZnO
valence band (1, creating holes involved in UV emission), a deep acceptor level DA
(2, blue), singly ionized oxygen vacancies VO (3, green), and oxygen interstitials Oi
(4, yellow/orange/red, depending on the electron level involved). In case of unex-
posed WO3, extractions from VO and Oi are spontaneous, while extractions from the
deep acceptor and the ZnO valence band need additional energy, about 0.3 eV and
0.9 eV, respectively. In case of air exposed WO3, all extraction transitions need addi-
tional energy (Fig. 6.10b; approximate additional energy required: 0.6 eV (Oi)/0.7 eV
(VO)/1.2 eV (DA)/1.8 eV (ZnO valence band)). For reference, the ITO work function
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is indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 6.10a and Fig. 6.10b, showing the much lower
energy barrier for electron extraction by WO3.
Following the energy level alignment, the different shapes of the electrolumines-
cence spectra compared to the photoluminescence spectrum (Fig. 5.1) are explained
as follows. Green to red emission is assumed to be pronounced by a smaller barrier
height for electron extraction. On the other hand, UV and blue emission involving
holes in the ZnO valence band are suppressed at medium voltage levels, because the
barrier is too large. Similar observations regarding increased barrier height have been
made by Wood et al.,[19] which have built a LED using ZnCdS/ZnS quantum dots
as active material. They have tried to create holes in this material by hole injection
from NiO, which valence band is 1.6 eV higher, and by electron extraction with WO3,
which conduction band is only 0.7 eV higher. The first device did not show any EL,
while the second one did. While the majority of blue emission in PL is attributed
to transitions from zinc interstitials to the ZnO valence band, the remaining blue
emission in EL is assumed originate from transitions from zinc interstitials to a deep
acceptor level, which might be identified as zinc vacancy (cf. chapter 3.3.2). The
donor-acceptor transition emits at a higher wavelength, which correlates with the
observed redshift of the peak wavelength in the blue spectral range between PL and
EL. The concentration of zinc vacancies is expected to be low, because the particles
have been made under zinc rich conditions. With blue emission involving the ZnO
valence band being suppressed, this leads to a significantly reduced intensity of blue
emission in EL.
The UV intensity that has been observed for the simple ITO/ZnO device (cf.
Fig. 5.1), is quite surprising if compared to the WO3 device. Despite a higher injection
barrier of ITO to the ZnO valence band at the anode side of about an electron volt,
UV emission of the simple device is more intense. Without another electrical resistive
support layer, this may be related to a concentration of the voltage drop within the
particle layer and, e.g., favoring a recombination mechanism as depicted in Fig. 2.3b.
Figure 6.11 shows the intensity distribution over the contacted area for a circle
shaped contact with a diameter of 3mm. The emission is distributed over the full
area with 2000 counts to 6000 counts on the majority of pixels. This is a proof for
the good current spreading by the underlying ITO layer, little spatial variation of
the quantum yield of the ZnO nanoparticle layer and little spatial variation of the
resistance of all layers. The intensity increases slightly towards the center and the
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Figure 6.11.  2D contour plot of the intensity distribution at 10.5V for a
device with 5 nm WO3 layer sputtered in pure argon atmosphere. The dashed
circular line indicates the area of the aluminum top contact. The ITO-anode
has been contacted on the left-hand side outside the image according to the
contact setup shown in Fig. 4.1a.
edge of the contact.
The IV-characteristic for devices with a WO3 electron extraction layer and a ref-
erence device without is presented in Fig. 6.12. With increasing layer thickness
(Fig. 6.12a), an increase of onset voltage1 is observed with larger offsets between the
reference, the devices with the 2 nm, 5 nm and 20 nm films and the device with the
50 nm film. An increased current by a factor of up to 14 is measured for the device
with a 5 nm layer at voltages at 5.5V and above, while a reduced current is detected
for the devices with the thicker 20 nm and 50 nm layers. While the device with the
2 nm layer exhibits a higher onset voltage, it shows comparable current densities to
the reference at voltages at 6V and above. Fig. 6.12b shows current-voltage charac-
teristics of the devices with different oxygen content in the oxygen/argon sputtering
atmosphere. A reduced onset voltage is observed for the layer sputtered in 20%
oxygen compared to the one sputtered without, which is comparable to the onset
voltage of the reference without WO3 layer. At low voltages, the current density of
the device with the layer sputtered in 20% oxygen atmosphere is increased up to 10
times compared to the reference, while it is below the layer sputtered without oxy-
1The lowest voltage, which leads to a current above 1mA/cm2, will be regarded as onset voltage
for discussion here.
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a) b)
Figure 6.12.  Current / voltage characteristics of LEDs (a) with different
WO3 layer thickness sputtered in pure argon atmosphere and a reference device
without WO3 layer and (b) 5 nm WO3 layer thickness sputtered at different
oxygen concentrations.
Figure 6.13.  Time-dependent current flow (red) and driving voltage (blue)
of an experiment with a LED with 5 nm WO3 layer.
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gen at voltages of 7V and above. With an oxygen concentration of 40% and more,
devices show a decrease in conductivity. This is attributed to less oxygen vacancies
which act as donors, and therefore a reduction of charge carriers. In contrast, the
layer sputtered in 20% oxygen atmosphere may have been improved by better stoi-
chiometry, which leads to a higher crystallinity and, e.g., carrier mobility, which may
have overcompensated the loss of charge carriers.
Insight into the stability properties of devices with WO3 layer is derived from a
time-resolved current/voltage characteristic of a LED with 5 nmWO3 layer. Fig. 6.13
shows current flow (red) and driving voltage (blue) as a function of experiment time.
The current has been measured every second, while the voltage has been increased
from 0V to 20V in steps of 0.5V and has been kept at each voltage level for about
three minutes. The resulting curve has been divided into six areas with similar prop-
erties. While the exact progress of degradation differs for every WO3/ZnO LED due
to the nature of an instability process, some observations have been made repeatedly:
1. The onset of visible emission is observed close to the onset of current. At these
voltage levels, no serious degradation is observed.
2. As long as the device current is stable over time at a certain voltage level, its
magnitude increases with increasing voltage. At some point, in Fig. 6.13 at
around 7V after 0.7 h, current becomes unstable. After increasing the voltage,
current is initially increased, but often immediately starts to decrease again.
From this observation, it is assumed, that the current of these devices is limited
by stability.
3. Rapid current decreases often occur coupled with changed emission spectra.
4. UV emission is observed at high voltages only, where the device is already
unstable.
Fig. 6.14 shows the maximum intensity observed for the WO3/ZnO devices. The
intensity was determined by a comparative method by capturing an image with a
CCD camera, summing up all the counts for every pixel and comparing the result to
the value determined for a reference with known intensity in the same way:
Psample =
Countssample
Countsreference
Preference. (6.1)
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a) b)
Figure 6.14.  Maximum total emission intensity of LEDs (a) with different
WO3 layer thickness sputtered in pure argon atmosphere and a reference device
without WO3 layer and (b) 5 nm WO3 layer thickness sputtered at different
oxygen concentrations.
a) b)
Figure 6.15.  External quantum efficiency of LEDs at the voltage showing
their maximum intensity (cf. Fig. A.4), (a) with different WO3 layer thickness
sputtered in pure argon atmosphere and a reference device without WO3 layer
and (b) 5 nmWO3 layer thickness sputtered at different oxygen concentrations.
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While the maximum intensity already increases with a thin 2 nm layer, the effect is
significantly enhanced with a 5 nmWO3 layer sputtered without oxygen. For a 50 nm
layer, the maximum intensity decreases again to a value comparable to the one of the
reference. The emission of the device incorporating a 20 nm layer has been much lower
(0.63 nW/cm2, not shown here), which is attributed to a high defect concentration
of the layer as concluded from the absorption measurement before. With increasing
oxygen content in the sputtering atmosphere (Fig. 6.14b), the maximum intensity
decreases. While there is definitely a large increase in maximum intensity for the
device with a 5 nm layer sputtered in pure argon, the absolute value of 73 nW/cm2
is still rather low. Because the current flow is within the typical mA/cm2 scale for a
LED, the low intensity is caused by a low efficiency, which will be discussed in the
next paragraph.
The external quantum efficiency of the WO3/ZnO LEDs is determined analogue
to the emission intensity by
EQEsample =
Countssample/Currentsample
Countsreference/Currentreference
EQEreference (6.2)
using the maximum intensity and the respective current flow of each sample. The
results are presented in Fig. 6.15. A general increase of the EQE of devices with a
WO3 layer is observed. Regarding layer thickness, the highest increase is detected
for the thinnest layer, and the EQE is being reduced again with increasing layer
thickness. Regarding oxygen content, a further increase could be observed at low
oxygen contents of 20% and 40%. The highest value of the EQE has been obtained
for a 5 nm layer sputtered in 20% oxygen (8.1× 10−8), while the EQE decreases if
the oxygen content is increased further.
Nevertheless, even the maximum value of 8.1× 10−8 is still rather low. With the
out-coupling efficiency being in the order of 10% (cf. chapter 2.4.3) and the quantum
yield of the ZnO nanoparticle being 2.3× 10−3, both factors together are responsible
for about four magnitudes missing. The others are lost due to the low injection
efficiency, which is estimated to be about 3.4× 10−4 and is limited by two effects.
We can expect the majority of electrons to travel from the ZnO conduction band to
the WO3 conduction band. As there is no electron blocking layer incorporated in
this simple design, both materials are n-conducting, and there is a high density of
states in the band levels, this is clearly the preferred route and all of the electrons
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moving this way do not recombine radiatively.
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7.1. Concept
A major weakness of the WO3/ZnO device concept presented in the previous chap-
ter is the missing electron barrier, which results in low efficiencies from electron
leakage. By replacing WO3 with intrinsic p-doped NiO with low electron affinity
(Fig. 7.1), electron blocking can be implemented. In inorganic quantum dot LEDs,
NiO has first been studied as combined hole injection layer and electron blocking
layer for cadmium based quantum dot devices that showed high brightness of up
to 1950 cd/m2.[14] The initial high emission threshold voltage has been reduced to
2V for 1.94 eV emission.[272] NiO is therefore proven to be an hole injection mate-
rial of interest, even as the efficiencies of the devices still need to be improved.[14,
272] ZnO LEDs using a NiO hole injection/electron blocking layer have also been re-
ported. Orange emission (670 nm) has been detected at a p-Si/NiO/ZnO device with
a threshold of about 5V.[86] Recently, violet emission (404 nm) has been detected
at about 4.8V.[87] UV emission from these devices is observed at higher voltages.
Combined NBE emission close to the UV (385 nm) and green emission (570 nm) have
been observed for ZnO nanowires with a threshold of 7V[88]. A similar result from
another ZnO nanowire device was obtained and true UV emission (380 nm) and green
emission (500 nm) at a very high voltage of 20V have been presented.[89] Pure ZnO
NBE emission at 371 nm has been reported from n-GaN/ZnO/i-Mg1−xZnxO/NiO
LED at a very low threshold voltage of 2.5V.[90]
The NiO/ZnO electron interface barrier has been measured to be 2.93 eV for a sam-
ple consisting of a NiO layer deposited by electron beam evaporation and subsequent
growth of a ZnO layer by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy.[273] Yang et al.
report a much lower conduction band offset of 1.8 eV for sputtered NiO on a sputtered
ZnO layer and attribute the difference to the previous report to the switched growth
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a)
FTO
-4.9 eV
Al
-4.3 eV
NiO
ZnO
-7.5 eV
-4.2 eV
-5.5 eV
-1.8 eV
b) c)
Figure 7.1.  (a) Basic NiO/ZnO band level diagram in vacuum without
contact of the materials to each other, showing the electron energy with re-
spect to the vacuum level.[14, 125, 234, 236, 237] (b) Simulation of conduction
band level, valence band level, and Fermi level of NiO/ZnO structures without
external bias, and (c) band levels, quasi electron and quasi hole Fermi levels
at external bias of 2.2V. NiO layer has been filled with green-blue and ZnO
layer with gray in all figures allowing for quick comparison. For more details
regarding the simulation cf. Appendix A.2.
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order and the influence of interface strain.[274] For a nanoparticle device, however,
interface strain may be of minor importance due to the low interaction between a
NiO layer and post-growth deposited ZnO nanoparticles. Therefore, the barrier is
estimated for these devices by taking the energy offset of the vacuum levels of the
materials into account. The conduction band edge of amorphous, sputtered NiO
has been determined to be at −1.8 eV (electron vacuum level, Fig.7.1a),[14] which
leads to an estimated electron barrier of 2.4 eV for an unbiased nanoparticle device
(Fig. 7.1b).
After an external voltage of 2.2V is applied (Fig. 7.1c), thin barrier spikes at the
interface and a reduction of the offsets of the band levels some nanometers away
from the junction are observed due to band bending. Such a behavior could lead to
a greatly increased tunneling current with increased voltage. A similar shape of the
band diagram of a biased NiO/ZnO junction has been published in reference [89].
Nevertheless, the band diagram shown in Fig. 7.1c is of limited validity, because the
simulation of current did not converge and the shape of the band diagram varies
strongly with different discretization of the spatial grid. The grid positions chosen in
the presented simulation are summed up in Tab. A.3. Therefore, this band diagram
will not be employed in further discussions.
7.2. NiO/ZnO LED
7.2.1. Processing of devices
The NiO/ZnO devices to be presented here (7.2a) are prepared from commercial
FTO substrates from DyeSol with a sheet resistance of 8Ω/, that is used as base
current spreading layer. It has a granular surface with a roughness of about 17 nm
(7.2b). A small stripe of 2mm to 3mm, which is designated to serve as p-contact, has
been covered with tape to prevent any coating from the following process steps. A
20 nm thin NiO layer is then deposited by sputtering on top of the FTO, followed by
spin-coating of the ZnO nanoparticle layer at 4000 rpm from a dispersion presented
in chapter 5. The details of the spin-coating process can be found in chapter 4.3.
A thickness of the ZnO nanoparticle layer of about 400 nm is measured. Finally,
aluminum is deposited on top of the nanoparticle layer to serve as n-contact by
ebeam evaporation at a growth rate of 1 nm/s through a shadow mask until the final
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a)
Al 250 nm
400 nm
FTO
20 nm
ZnO
NiO
2.3 mm
not specified
Soda-lime glass
b)
Figure 7.2.  (a) Schematic of NiO/ZnO LED layer design. The length
specifications refer to the respective layer thickness. (b) AFM topography
scan of the FTO surface.
thickness of 250 nm is accomplished.
7.2.2. Light-emission characteristics
Fig. 7.3 shows the measured electroluminescence spectra of the NiO/ZnO LED for
different applied forward voltages ranging from 5.5V to 11V. A broad emission
covering the entire visible spectrum is observed at all voltage levels. It is centered in
the green area around 550 nm with additional maxima around 440 nm in the blue area
and 710 nm in the red area. While the intensity increases with increasing voltage, no
remarkable shift in relative intensity between emission centers in the visible range is
detected. At medium voltage levels of 8.5V to 10.5V, only a low intensity shoulder
is observed, but its relative intensity increases with voltage. This becomes especially
obvious at 11V, where the UV emission intensity increases strongly and a distinct
peak is observed at 382 nm. The observed threshold voltages of visible and UV
emission, 5.5V and 11V, are in reasonable agreement to the values reported in
literature (chapter 7.1).
Compared with the photoluminescence spectrum of the ZnO nanoparticles, a clear
pronouncing of green to red emitting defect states is obvious. While in PL green
emission is one magnitude and red emission two magnitudes less intense compared
to blue emission, intensities of all three are comparable under electrical excitation,
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Figure 7.3.  Electroluminescence intensity of the NiO/ZnO LED in depen-
dence of the wavelength for applied voltages of 5.5V, 7.5V, 8.5V, 9.5V, 10V,
10.5V and 11V.
Figure 7.4.  Sketch of assumed hole injection transitions at the NiO/ZnO
junction (I.) and subsequent radiative recombination with an electron from the
ZnO band gap or a shallow donor state (II.). Approximate ZnO defect levels
have been set into the band gap simulation already shown in Fig. 7.1b. Oi:
oxygen interstitial, VO: oxygen vacancy, and DA: deep acceptor level.
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similar to simple ITO and WO3 devices discussed before. UV emission, which is
the strongest recombination process for PL, is clearly suppressed in EL giving an
indication of inefficient hole injection into the ZnO valence band. The observed
defect-related electroluminescence is attributed to direct hole injection into these
defect states (Fig. 7.4). The reduced share of emission at lower wavelengths compared
to PL is attributed to an increasing hole injection barrier, similar as it has been
discussed for electron extraction in WO3/ZnO LEDs (chapter 6.3).
Fig. 7.5a shows the IV characteristic of the FTO/NiO/ZnO/Al LED and a reference
(ITO/ZnO/Al) made of the same ZnO nanoparticles. While the reference exhibits a
linear, ohmic behavior, the device with NiO follows a super-linear characteristic with
a turn-on voltage of 5V. This is attributed to the rather large band offsets between
the two materials at the interface, that cause a need for a higher applied voltage
for carrier injection. For both devices, we see an increase in current with increasing
voltage only up to a certain point at 7V, and a decrease after that point. This might
be related to degeneration of the device by the applied heat load at the interfaces
resulting from the fact that most of the energy introduced into the device is converted
to heat. Thereby, e.g., zinc interstitial donors in ZnO might be annealed, resulting
in reduction of free charge carrier density and conductivity of the ZnO nanoparticle
layer. In Fig. 7.5b, the current and voltage is depicted over time. We observe an
improved stability of the device with NiO layer until the critical voltage level of 7V.
While we see a degradation of the current flow of the reference device after every
increase in voltage, this is not observed for the NiO LED, which current increases
over time at voltage levels between 5V to 7V. The increased stability might be
caused by electron blocking of the NiO layer and therefore preventing short cuts, as
well as by the additional resistance added with the NiO layer. At voltages above 7V,
however, both devices degrade likewise, and the degradation speed increases with
increased voltage.
The electroluminescence intensity is shown in Fig. 7.5c. In case of the reference, we
observe an increase of the emission intensity with voltage with an emission detection
threshold of about 2.5V. After 5.5V the emission intensity stays almost constant
with regard to voltage. With incorporation of a NiO layer the emission detection
threshold is increased to 4.5V, and the electroluminescence intensity is increased up
to a voltage of 10.5V. At this voltage, the emission intensity reaches its maximum,
which is about three times as high as the intensity of the reference device at the
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a) b)
b) c)
Figure 7.5.  (a) Current / voltage characteristic as a function of voltage of
the FTO/NiO/ZnO/Al LED (red) and an ITO/ZnO/Al reference (black). (b)
Voltage (black) and current of the NiO/ZnO LED (red) and the reference on an
ITO substrate (green) as a function of time. (c) Electroluminescence intensity
and (d) relative external quantum efficiency (rEQE, cf. text) as a function of
voltage of the FTO/NiO/ZnO/Al LED (red) and an ITO/ZnO/Al reference
(black).
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same voltage. If the voltage is increased further, the emission intensity declines,
as possibly the decrease of current becomes dominant. A measure for the relative
external quantum efficiency of the NiO LED as a function of the voltage level is
shown in Fig. 7.5d. It has been calculated by dividing the total intensity recorded
on the CCD by the respective current flow. Compared with the efficiency of the
reference on an ITO substrate, the efficiency of the NiO device is lower until 7.5V,
where it increases rapidly. At a voltage of about 12V, the efficiency of the NiO device
is about three times as high. While the electron blocking characteristic of NiO might
have led to this increase, it is assumed that a stronger increase has been prevented by
the still rather large valence band offset between NiO and ZnO. In the next chapter,
GaN/ZnO devices will be investigated with a much better fitting of valence band
levels.
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8.1. Concept
The external quantum efficiency of the LEDs presented in previous chapters is far
away from being at a level required for technical application. The very low va-
lence band edge (7.5 eV below electron vacuum level) of ZnO is suspected to be the
main reason for this: despite implementing the support layers, charge carriers still
have to face injection barriers of more than an electron volt at the ZnO interface.
Therefore, the electrical driven devices experience a great difficulty when injecting
holes/extracting electrons into/from the ZnO valence band and obtaining efficient
ultraviolet (UV) emission from these material concepts might be very difficult. The
choice of p-doped materials with a valence band edge that fits to the one of ZnO
is very limited.[101] Among them is GaN, a material with well-established p-doping
processes that is used in today's LEDs and laser-diode commercial products and has
already been extensively studied in combination with ZnO.[2785] The application of
this material in a ZnO LED concept will allow for studying the effect of a fitting va-
lence band level. The valence band and conduction band levels of GaN and ZnO are
shown in Fig. 8.1 along with the work functions of a Au/Ni p- and an Al n-contact.
Au/Ni has been reported various times to form ohmic contacts to p-GaN.[134137]
Three different emission patterns have been observed with GaN/ZnO heterojunc-
tion LEDs: seldom UV centered emission below 380 nm,[2733] more often blue cen-
tered emission around 400 nm,[3472] and broad visible emission often centered in the
green-yellow spectral range around 550 nm to 600 nm.[7385] A clear identification
of the emitting layer is often very difficult because both materials show band gap or
defect luminescence in all of these spectral ranges.[38, 73, 147]
Traditionally, while visible emission has been detected at low voltage around 3.5V
to 5V,[44, 48, 50, 53, 5559, 67], UV emission from GaN/ZnO devices have had a
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a)
Au/Ni
-5.1 eV
Al
-4.3 eV
GaN ZnO
-7.5 eV
-4.2 eV
-7.5 eV
-4.1 eV
b) c)
Figure 8.1.  (a) Basic GaN/ZnO band level diagram in vacuum without
contact of the materials to each other, showing the electron energy with respect
to the vacuum level.[84, 125, 135, 236] (b) Simulation of conduction band level,
valence band level, and Fermi level of GaN/ZnO structures without external
bias, and (c) band levels, quasi electron and quasi hole Fermi levels at external
bias of 2.8V and current density of 23mA/cm2. GaN layer has been filled with
with blue and ZnO layer with gray in all figures allowing for quick comparison.
For more details regarding the simulation cf. Appendix A.2.
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very high emission threshold of at least 10V and often far above.[2833] The following
observations have been made, that elucidate the reasons behind this:
 Due to the low energetic barrier for electrons of 150meV at the ZnO/GaN
interface, electrons leak into the GaN where they recombine afterwards.[27]
 If an electron blocking layer is applied, the emission threshold voltage is in-
creased by either the blocking layer being insulating or by non-negligible va-
lence band offsets between p-GaN, the chosen electron blocking material and
ZnO.[27]
Some time ago, GaN surface oxidation has been identified as an important factor
for high voltage emission threshold.[58] After removing the surface Ga2O3 layer by
etching and applying a subsequent low temperature ZnO growth process to prevent
thermal re-oxidation, blue emission at low voltage (5V) has been observed. If one
assumes a Ga2O3 layer being present in higher voltage devices, one explanation of
the UV luminescence from high voltage GaN/ZnO devices [2833] might stem from
electron blocking by an unintendedly oxidized GaN surface. The conduction band
edge of Ga2O3 is 1.85 eV above the conduction band edge of GaN at −2.2 eV (Ga2O3
valence band edge: −7.3 eV, 0.2 eV above GaN).[275]
Efficient emission from simple p-GaN/ZnO devices without electron blocking layer
remains a challenge, as many of the carriers leak into the doped p-GaN layer because
of the low interface barrier for electrons, which is only about 150meV.[27] This results
in inefficient emission from the doped GaN layer and interface recombination in the
low voltage devices. So far, it has proven to be challenging to combine low voltage
emission and carrier restriction to the active zone in a simple, wide area p-GaN/ZnO
LED. A lot of electron blocking layers have been tested, among them AlGaN,[27, 68],
AlN,[27, 70, 71] Al2O3,[276] Ga2O3,[275, 277] MgO,[56, 64, 275, 278282] SiO2,[29,
40, 283, 284] or polymers.[282, 285] Out of these, only AlN[27] (at 6.3V) and SiO2[29]
(well above 10V) have been observed to lead to UV luminescence, and only at these
higher voltages. Only very recently, UV emission has been reported at 4.9V using a
GaN/ZnS/ZnO heterojunction.[27] A good valence band match has been recognized
to be the main reason for achieving low voltage UV emission. An advantage from
using a nanoparticle material might stem from more freedom in production processes.
ZnO nanoparticles are produced separately from the device and the ZnO layer is
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build by spin-coating or ink-jet printing. It allows the ZnO growth process to be
independent from the device.
Here p-GaN/ZnO heterojunction LEDs are presented that show pronounced ZnO
NBE emission at 377 nm, appearing at a threshold of 4.4V. Strong ZnO NBE emis-
sion is observed without incorporation of an electron blocking layer. The reasons
leading to this optimized device characteristics are analyzed by presenting three de-
vice generations called Gen I, II and III. Changes in emission characteristics (chapter
8.3) will be linked directly to changes in the processing of the LEDs (chapter 8.2).
8.2. GaN/ZnO device fabrication
8.2.1. Growth of GaN layers by metal-organic chemical vapor deposition
(MOVPE)
The GaN templates have been prepared using metal-organic chemical vapor phase
epitaxy (MOVPE) to deposit GaN layers on a commercial sapphire wafer at the
department Halbleitertechnologie of the University of Duisburg-Essen. A 2 µm thick
intrinsic GaN layer has been deposited first to serve as buffer layer. On top, a
500 nm layer of p-GaN (doped with Mg) has been grown. The growth temperature
of Gen I and Gen II substrates has been 920 ◦C and has been increased for Gen III
to 1000 ◦C. For doping of the p-GaN layer, Mg has been incorporated and activated
by an annealing step at 750 ◦C in nitrogen atmosphere. It has been shown by Dennis
Albrecht and Tobias Litwin that ohmic contacts could be formed by Au/Ni contacts
that have been annealed at 570 ◦C after deposition. They observed strongly reduced
contact and sheet resistances for a p-GaN layer grown at 1000 ◦C as opposed to the one
grown at 920 ◦C (Tab. 8.1). The carrier density and mobility can only be measured
reproducibly in case of the p-GaN grown at 1000 ◦C using a hall effect setup, and
have been determined to be 9× 1016 cm−3 and 20 cm2V−1 s−1, respectively. The Gen
I GaN templates have been made by Dr. Ingo Regolin, Gen II and III by Dr. Robert
Köster.
Fig. 8.2 shows the transmission Topt of the Gen I GaN substrate. The fringes
within the visible spectral range are caused by interference with repeatedly reflected
waves. This effect is described by the Airy function (Eq. 8.1), which is also depicted
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p-GaN growth temperature Contact resistance Sheet resistance
◦C Ω Ω/
920 5600 4.0× 105
1000 88 1.7× 105
Table 8.1.  Contact and sheet resistances of p-GaN layers grown at 920 ◦C
and 1000 ◦C after contacting with Au/Ni contacts and subsequent annealing
at 570 ◦C.
Figure 8.2.  Transmission spectrum of a substrate of Gen I (black line) and
Airy function for the layer setup (red line).
in Fig. 8.2 for perpendicular incidence.[286]
Topt =
1
1 + F sin2
(
δ
2
) (8.1)
with F = 4RF/ (1−RF )2 (8.2)
and δ =
4πdGaN n˜GaN
λ
(8.3)
dGaN = di−GaN+dp−GaN is the thickness of the complete GaN layer including undoped
and doped GaN. RF is the Fresnel reflection given by Eq. 2.29. The refraction index
of air n˜air has been approximated by 1 and the refraction index of GaN n˜GaN has
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been estimated by the Sellmeier equation with specific parameters for GaN (Eq. 8.4,
using λ in µm).[287]
n˜GaN(λ) =
√
3.60 +
1.75λ2
λ2 − 0.2562 +
4.1λ2
λ2 − 17.862 (8.4)
The Sellmeier equation is an empirical formula which is a good approximation in
the visible spectral range. When going farther and farther into the UV or IR spec-
tral ranges, the difference between the experimental value and the result from the
Sellmeier equation increases.
A perfect fit between the position of the maxima and minima of the measured
transmission and the Airy function is observed in the visible spectral range for
dGaN = 2.795µm, which is within reasonable agreement to the nominal thickness
of 2.5µm. In the UV range, we observe a steep decline of the transmission due to
the GaN band gap. Here, deviations between the calculated Airy function and the
measured transmission start to grow because of the inaccuracy of the Sellmeier equa-
tion in this range. However, the periodicity of fringes evaluated from experiment and
calculation are still close to each other.
8.2.2. Processing of devices
The fabrication of the GaN LEDs will be presented starting with the devices of
generation one (Gen I) and describing the changes in the process for generation two
and three (Gen II and Gen III, respectively) thereafter. Gen II and Gen III devices
have been processed almost identically. A schematic of the final devices is presented
in Fig. 8.3. Gen I substrates have been cleaned according to the procedure described
in chapter 4.3. After cleaning, a small stripe of about 4mm at one edge of the sample
has been protected by a foil from being coated in the following process, which will
be used to contact the p-GaN layer. The ZnO nanoparticle layer on top of the GaN
layer is prepared by spin-coating at 4000 rpm from a dispersion presented in chapter
5. The details of the spin-coating process can be found in 4.3. A thickness of the ZnO
nanoparticle layer of about 400 nm has been measured by an atomic force microscope
in non-contact mode. A 3mm x 12mm stripe of Ni and Au has been deposited on
one edge of the substrate to form the p-contact. Finally, aluminum is deposited on
top of the nanoparticle layer by ebeam evaporation to serve as n-contact.
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Al 250 nm
100 nm
Al O2 3
GaN
500 nm
100 nm
ZnO
GaN:Mg
2 µm
Au
Ni
10 nm
725 µm
Figure 8.3.  Schematic of GaN/ZnO Gen III LED layer design. The length
specifications refer to the respective layer thickness in Gen II and Gen III. For
Gen I, most of the values are the same but the ZnO nanoparticle layer is about
400 nm thick.
The following changes to this procedure have been made for Gen II and III:
1. a different cleaning process has been introduced, which includes an etching step
to remove Ga2O3 from the GaN surface (identical for Gen II and III),
2. evaporation of p-contacts directly after cleaning and etching of the p-GaN tem-
plate (identical for Gen II and III),
3. annealing of Au/Ni contacts (introduced in Gen III),
4. and filtering of the nanoparticle dispersion (similar for Gen II and III).
which will now be described in detail. The new cleaning process has been developed
by Lupan and Co-workers [58] and consists of the following steps:
1. Degreasing in trichloroethylene at 50 ◦C for 10min,
2. cleaning in acetone at 53 ◦C (near the boiling point) in an ultrasonic bath for
5min,
3. cleaning in methanol at room temperature (21 ◦C) in an ultrasonic bath,
4. rinsing in de-ionized water,
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5. etching in concentrated ammonia (28%) at (60 ◦C) for 10min,
6. and finally rinsing in de-ionized water, again.
After cleaning, the substrate has been moved into the chamber of the evaporation
system and evacuation has been initiated immediately in order to minimize reoxida-
tion. Thereby the process order is changed: p-contacts are evaporated after cleaning
and before spin-coating. Subsequently, p-contacts of Gen III have been annealed
at 570 ◦C for 2min. For fabrication of Gen II devices, the nanoparticle dispersion
has been filtered by syringe filters with a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membrane
with a pore size of 450 nm and centrifuging before spin-coating. Centrifuging has
been done by rotating 5ml of dispersion at 12 000 rpm in a Thermo Scientific Her-
aeus Biofuge Stratos and only the top, very clear layer has been extracted for further
processing. A reduced layer thickness has been observed of 100 nm after spin-coating
of the centrifuged dispersion. Centrifuging of dispersions used for fabrication of Gen
III devices has been done at 10 000 rpm in an Eppendorf MiniSpin device. No obvious
changes have been observed in the nanoparticle layer spin-coated thereafter due to
the changes in the centrifuging process.
8.3. GaN/ZnO LED
The electroluminescence spectra of the GaN/ZnO devices are shown in Fig. 8.4 (Gen
I), Fig. 8.5 (Gen II), and Fig. 8.6 (Gen III). Electroluminescence spectra become
observable for Gen I at around 14V with a broad spectrum ranging from green-
yellow to the infrared range. The maximum intensity is observed at around 730 nm.
After an increase of voltage to 17V, the intensity increases by one magnitude and UV
emission not only becomes observable but is already more intense (per nm spectral
range) than the visible emission. The voltage threshold >10V for UV emission is
in agreement to previous reports of UV emitting GaN/ZnO devices without nominal
electron blocking layer.[2833] The UV emission has two maxima at 363 nm and
374 nm, and is attributed to an overlap of GaN NBE emission, ZnO NBE emission
and GaN/ZnO interface emission, influenced by interference at the GaN layer. With
increasing voltage further, UV emission becomes even more dominant over visible
emission, exhibiting a ratio of 10:1 (UV counts per wavelength:visible counts per
wavelength).
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Figure 8.4.  Electroluminescence intensity of the Gen I GaN/ZnO LED in
dependence of the wavelength for applied voltages of 14V, 17V, 20V, and
40V.
Figure 8.5.  Electroluminescence intensity of the Gen II GaN/ZnO LED in
dependence of the wavelength for applied voltages of 7.5V, 8.5V, 15V, and
40V.
For Gen II devices, the emission detection threshold is strongly reduced to 7.5V
with an emission maximum at around 525 nm in the green spectral range. By in-
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Figure 8.6.  Electroluminescence intensity of the Gen III GaN/ZnO LED
in dependence of the wavelength for applied voltages of 4.6V, 5.2V, 10V, and
15V.
creasing the voltage by only 1V to 8.5V, UV emission is becoming detectable with
maxima at 370 nm and 377 nm. The intensity rapidly increases with voltage and a
gain in intensity by 4 orders of magnitude from 8.5V to 40V is found.
For Gen III devices, the emission detection threshold is decreasing again to 4.6V.
Here, UV emission is detectable at the threshold already at 377 nm with an intensity
comparable to the value of the visible emission, which is detected in the yellow-red
spectral range (580 nm to 780 nm). With increasing voltage further, UV emission at
shorter wavelengths is added. This is attributed to an increased amount of electrons
leaking into the GaN layer, which has the higher recombination energy. At higher
voltages, the visible emission is clearly centered in the green spectral range around
565 nm.
To elucidate the origin of the emission, photoluminescence spectra of GaN have
been recorded. They are shown along with the already presented ZnO spectrum
(Fig. 5.1) and a GaN/ZnO Gen III LED electroluminescence spectrum in Fig. 8.7.
In the UV spectral region, a very close match between ZnO photoluminescence and
the LED emission is observed with a maximum at 377 nm. The maximum UV inten-
sity of the UV part of the GaN photoluminescence is at 354 nm. GaN/ZnO interface
emission is expected at wavelengths longer than 382 nm, because the GaN valence
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band level is assumed to be at least about 100meV above the ZnO valence band
level.[27, 43, 288] This value might even be increased due to a remaining, very thin
layer of Ga2O3 with an even higher valence band level.[275] Interface emission is sus-
pected to be less intense than emission from band gap related recombination because
of a reduced recombination rate of spatially separated charge carriers. Therefore,
LED emission at 377 nm is likely originating from ZnO. In the visible range, GaN
photoluminescence and the LED emission are very similar in position and shape,
which is centered around 565 nm. The ZnO photoluminescence spectrum shows no
distinct peak at this wavelength. It is regarded, that the green emission likely origi-
nates from GaN, even if ZnO has defect levels in the same spectral region. The share
of visible emission from p-GaN might be pronounced in EL, e.g., by charge carrier
recombination within the topmost, very defective p-GaN region. The presence of
(almost) pure ZnO UV emission at low voltage levels has never been observed in
ZnO/p-GaN devices without application of an electron blocking layer before.
Figure 8.7.  Photoluminescence spectra of ZnO (black line) and GaN
(red line) under excitation with a 325 nm HeCd-laser with an intensity of
147mW/cm2 and electroluminescence intensity of the Gen III GaN/ZnO LED
at an applied voltage of 5.6V (blue line) in dependence of the wavelength.
The current/voltage characteristics of the Gen I-III GaN/ZnO LEDs are much
more stable compared to simple ZnO, NiO/ZnO and WO3/ZnO devices (Fig. 8.8a).
Gen II and III show a steeper increase of current with increasing voltage at low voltage
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a) b)
Figure 8.8.  (a) Current / voltage characteristics of the Gen I-III GaN/ZnO
LEDs and (b) 2D contour plot of the intensity distribution over the contacted
area at 10V for a Gen III device. The dashed line indicates the area of the alu-
minum top contact number 2 according to the contact setup shown in Fig. 4.1b.
The Ni/Au p-contact is positioned on the left-hand side outside the image.
levels compared to the Gen I device. At voltages above 12V, the difference between
Gen I and Gen II devices is rather small and currents observed are clearly within one
magnitude at a certain voltage. The remaining current difference might caused by
reduced resistance by reducing the thickness of the Ga2O3 and the ZnO nanoparticle
layers. The Gen III devices allow for much more current. This is might be related to a
better material quality and a better incorporation of magnesia dopants by increasing
the GaN growth temperature. But nevertheless, a quick estimation using the Gen
III p-GaN sheet resistance of 1.7× 105 (Ω/)/cm3 shows that still most of the major
voltage drop occurs within the GaN layer. This leads to a concentration of the current
flow at the side of the contact pad which is situated towards the p-contact. Therefore,
light emission is concentrated in this area as well, which is shown by a picture of the
contacted area in Fig. 8.8b. This observation leads to the assumption that the low
share of visible emission from these devices may be caused by saturation of defect
recombination centers. Additional facts supporting this theory are the typically long
radiative recombination time in the order of µs for transitions involving defect states
of ZnO,[212, 289] and an increased share of UV luminescence with increased intensity.
As previous reports on GaN/ZnO devices do not report on external quantum ef-
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Figure 8.9.  External quantum efficiency characteristic of the Gen I-III
GaN/ZnO LEDs.
ficiency, this information has been missing. Fig. 8.9 shows the external quantum
efficiency characteristic of the Gen I-III GaN/ZnO LEDs. For Gen I, two times an
increased slope of the EQE characteristic with increasing voltage is observed: at the
visible emission onset (8.5V to 13.5V) and at the UV emission onset (15V to 17V),
showing when the external voltage has reached a sufficient level to efficiently inject
into the respective luminescent defect or band gap states. We observe a maximum
ηext of 1.2× 10−6 above 25V for this device. According to Eq. 2.28, an injection
efficiency of 1.0% is estimated using the nanoparticles quantum yield of 2.3× 10−3
and the out-coupling efficiency of 5% of GaN devices without back-reflector.[138]
After this point, the efficiency remains constant if the voltage is increased further.
The Gen II device shows luminescence at very low voltage levels. But as the
emission intensity has been so weak below 7.5V that no spectra could be recorded,
the origin of this low voltage emission remains unclear. The maximum EQE ηext is
determined to be 9.3× 10−6 at 15.1V, corresponding to an estimated ηinj of 8.1%.
The efficiency is constant with increasing voltage for the presented experiment. The
Gen III EQE/voltage relation shows again a steep increase at the emission onset
voltage, which is here at 3.8V to 6.1V. The maximum ηext is attained at 10.1V.
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Gen I Gen II Gen III
Vis. detection 14V 7.5V 4.6V
UV detection 17V 8.5V 4.6V
ηext 1.2× 10−6 9.3× 10−6 3.6× 10−5
ηinj 1.0% 8.1% 31%
Table 8.2.  GaN/ZnO LED Gen I-III key figures.
Figure 8.10.  Electroluminescence intensity as a function of voltage of the
Gen I-III GaN/ZnO LED.
It is observed to be 3.6× 10−5, what corresponds to an ηinj of 31%. The detection
thresholds and efficiencies of the GaN/ZnO devices are summed up in Tab. 8.2.
The electroluminescence intensity as a function of voltage of the Gen I-III GaN/ZnO
LED is depicted in Fig. 8.10. The shapes of the graphs belonging to Gen I and II
are very similar, with the intensity of Gen II being about one magnitude above the
intensity of Gen I due to the increase of the external quantum efficiency. From Gen
II to Gen III, not only the injection efficiency has been increased, but the current
is strongly increased, as well, leading to an increase of almost four magnitudes of
emission intensity. Still, the even the maximum intensity of 2 µW/cm2, which has
been measured for the Gen III device at 15V, is rather low for practical applications.
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A quick estimation of the external power efficiency (light output power per electrical
input power) of Gen III at 15V yields to a value of 7.5× 10−6, which is about five
times smaller than the determined external quantum efficiency. Because only about
3V of 15V are needed to excite emission at about 3 eV, additional four fifths of
the electrical power are lost non-radiatively, which explains the difference between
external power efficiency and external quantum efficiency.
With a maximum injection efficiency of 31% of the Gen III devices, most of the
external quantum efficiency is lost due to the not optimized quantum yield of the
active material. Therefore, high quantum yield ZnO nanoparticles have to be de-
veloped. This topic will be covered in the next chapter, where highly luminescent,
green emitting ZnO quantum dots will be presented.
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9. Highly luminescent ZnO quantum dots
Note: The contents of this chapter have already been published in [290].
9.1. Production in a nonthermal plasma
Liquid phase processing of nanoparticles is a standard method to produce high qual-
ity nanoparticles exhibiting superior luminescent quantum yields that has been ex-
tremely successful in the last two decades. Nanoparticles with good emission charac-
teristics have been presented from different material systems, among them CdSe,[130
132] InP,[185] Si[187] and ZnO[23, 24, 102, 205, 206, 208, 215, 216].
But despite the very successful history, and liquid phase processing being regarded
satisfying in laboratory environments where typically low material volumes are suffi-
cient, gas phase processing of nanoparticles offers a wide range of advantages that are
especially important for industrial mass production. Liquid processes are typically
executed in batch form, such as mixing a set amount of different reactants with each
other, while gas phase processes can be run continuously. Therefore, less variation
in the nanoparticles characteristics is expected.[291] Gas phase processes are also
easily up-scalable to industry production volumes in the kilogram or even ton range,
making them especially interesting for practical applications. Additionally, parti-
cle formation is usually much faster in gas phase processes with only about a few
milliseconds to tens of milliseconds compared to liquid phase ones and is less com-
plex.[292] Liquid phase processes often have to follow a detailed procedure including
several heating/cooling and stirring steps, which have to be executed manually or
by complex process controlling systems. If a multilayer device is to be built out of
several layers of different nanoparticles, orthogonal solvents have to be used in or-
der to prevent dissolving of the layer coated before applying the next. This can be
handled much easier with gas phase processing utilizing subsequent, direct deposi-
tion of nanoparticle layers onto the device structure.[293] Another very important
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aspect of gas phase processing is the fact that it is able to produce quantum dots free
of insulating surface ligands which is especially important for electrical devices like
LEDs. Therefore, it is highly desirable to develop production processes to synthesize
nanoparticles from the gas phase that exhibit characteristics which are comparable
to the superior properties of particles made from liquid phase processing in order to
facilitate industrial applications.
A lot of gas phase processes have been presented that are capable of making quan-
tum dots, among them flame pyrolysis,[103, 104] hot wall reactors,[105, 106] mi-
crowave[104] and radio frequency plasma reactors.[294] Out of these, nonthermal
plasma reactors have shown the greatest potential to produce semiconductor quan-
tum dots exhibiting high luminescent quantum yields, as it has been demonstrated
for silicon with quantum yields above 60%.[186, 295297] Aside from highly lumines-
cent silicon quantum dots, germanium quantum dots made in a nonthermal plasma
have been investigated and have shown promising properties for optical applications.
Narrow band gap photoluminescence shifted by quantum confinement has been iden-
tified, which has been scarcely observed from germanium nanocrystals before.[298]
Currently, experiments are done to evaluate the quantum yield of the germanium
quantum dots.[298] Synthesizing of compound semiconductor nanoparticles from the
gas phase has been much more difficult. While several materials have been stud-
ied, quantum yields remained low and reports on their actual value are scarce. The
photoluminescence quantum yield of InP quantum dots, that have been capped with
organic ligands and that have been made from a nonthermal plasma, has been re-
ported not to exceed 1%.[299]
This promising method shall be investigated for synthesis of ZnO quantum dots
and their luminescence properties here. ZnO quantum dots of high luminescent
quantum yield have already been reported multiple times from liquid phase process-
ing independently. Among the stable quantum yields that have been published are
26% without any additional treatment,[24] and 61% for LiOH-mediated growth and
subsequent post growth surface capping.[23]
It has been observed that the luminescent quantum yield of green emission from
ZnO quantum dots could be increased by reducing their size.[208] The supposed rea-
son behind this is that surface states are involved in the recombination process.[213]
The density of these surface states is increased by reducing the particle diameter,
simply because the surface-to-volume ratio is increased. Some time ago, very small
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ZnO nanoparticles exhibiting a diameter between 4 nm to 6 nm have been made in a
microwave plasma which might be the smallest ones until today, but unfortunately
their luminescence properties have not been investigated.[104] The ZnO nanoparticle
production in a nonthermal plasma is a promising method to reduce the size even
further while retaining a high crystal quality as highly luminescent Si quantum dots
synthesized by the same method have been reported to be as small as 3 nm.[296]
13.56 MHz 
RF generator
Colector mesh
DEZ 
Molecule dissociation
Nanocrystal formation
O2 / Ar
to pump
Inlet tube
Sidearm tube
Gate
valves
Plasma
Figure 9.1.  Sketch of the plasma reactor with the newly designed inlet
tubes.[290]
A low pressure flow-through reactor operated with a 13.56MHz radio-frequency
source has been designed for producing ZnO quantum dots. Diethylzinc (DEZ) and
an oxygen gas (O2) are used as precursor materials, while argon (Ar) has been injected
to serve as background gas. It is very important to separate these precursors by
using two different injection lines before they finally meet inside the plasma because
otherwise they would react in an uncontrolled way with each other. Therefore, a
new reactor chamber has been designed as shown in Fig. 9.1 with the inlet tube
of DEZ extending into the main reactor chamber and continuing into the plasma
region between both electrodes. The upper end of the plasma torch is situated
approximately 1 cm above this point and is ignited downstream. O2/Ar is injected
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through a sidearm tube above the torch. Thereby the goal of dissociation of both
precursors before they meet each other in the plasma zone has been accomplished.
The flow rate of DEZ has been controlled by a needle valve and has been set to 6 sccm.
The flow rates of oxygen and argon have been 3 sccm and 40 sccm, respectively. The
nominally applied plasma power supervised by a power meter has been adjusted to
100W, although only a much lower value has been actually coupled into the plasma.
For collection of the produced ZnO quantum dots, a stainless steel mesh at the
reactor exhaust has been used. The size of the ZnO quantum dots has been varied
by adjusting their residence time inside the plasma, which has been influenced by the
pumping rate throttled by a butterfly valve before the pumping line. The pressure
inside the plasma chamber has changed thereby between 0.5Torr and 1.3Torr (66Pa
to 200Pa). A reactor chamber with a diameter of 1 inch (2.54 cm) has been used to
make all but the smallest ZnO quantum dots, which have been made in a chamber
of reduced diameter (0.75 inch/1.91 cm). Plasma power and flow rates have been left
unchanged.
Figure 9.2.  X-ray diffraction study of ZnO quantum dots made in a non-
thermal plasma. The vertical lines give an indication of the ZnO bulk reflex
position and relative intensity. The diffraction pattern presented has been
recorded from a sample with a particle diameter of 3.4 nm. Vertical lines
indicate the diffraction peak position and intensity of bulk wurtzite ZnO. A
HRTEM image of the same sample is presented as inset.[290]
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X-ray diffraction (XRD) studies on the produced ZnO quantum dots have been
conducted which prove their identity and good crystallinity. The observed diffrac-
tion patterns match closely with the pattern reported for wurtzite ZnO. The size
of the quantum dots is estimated from the Scherrer equation which gives a relation
on XRD peak broadening with samples crystallite size.[258] Thereby, diameters of
3.4 nm, 3.0 nm and 2.4 nm of the quantum dots produced in the larger-diameter reac-
tor (1 inch) at 1.3Torr, 1.0Torr, and 0.5Torr have been determined, respectively, and
2.1 nm has been calculated for the ones made in the smaller-diameter tube (0.75 inch).
These values are among the lowest reported in literature for ZnO quantum dots made
from the gas phase. The XRD pattern of ZnO quantum dots with a diameter of
3.4 nm is shown in Fig. 9.2, and an image from high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HRTEM) of the same particles is shown in the inset giving additional
proof of their very good crystallinity from the periodic electron diffraction pattern
observed.
9.2. Luminescence properties
a) b)
Figure 9.3.  (a) Normalized photoluminescence spectra of the ZnO quantum
dots in ethanol with diameters between 2.1 nm and 3.4 nm. (b) Near-band gap
exciton emission from the same measurements in more detail.[290]
Photoluminescence spectra of the ZnO quantum dots have been recorded. Prior to
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measurement, the particles have been dispersed in ethanol after being stored for 12 h
in ambient air. Fig. 9.3a shows the normalized spectra including the whole examined
range, while Fig. 9.3b concentrates on the UV part only. The main share of the
emission spreads over the whole visible range and attains its maximum intensity in
the green-yellow area around 550 nm to 590 nm. It is attributed to recombination
involving defect and surface states as discussed in detail in chapter 9.3. A minor
contribution to the emission comes from near-band gap exciton related recombination
in the UV range. A blue shift of the emission maxima with decreasing size is observed,
for both, the visible and the UV emission. While the quantum dots with a diameter
of 3.4 nm show near-band gap emission at 371 nm, this value is shifted to 355 nm
for a diameter of 2.1 nm. This is attributed to quantum confinement as the size of
the quantum dots is below the exciton Bohr radius of ZnO of 2.34 nm.[300] The size
dependent band gap shift, however, is much weaker than it would be expected from
calculation by a simple effective mass model. For example, the effective mass model
predicts an emission wavelength of 305 nm for a particle diameter of 3.4 nm as opposed
to the peak emission wavelength of 371 nm detected here. This strong deviation has
been observed multiple times for ZnO and is subject of intensive discussions.[182, 188
192] Some of the main reasons proclaimed in literature are: Stokes shift creating a
wavelength difference between the position of absorption and emission peaks because
of different fine structure states involved,[188, 192] or due to phonon interaction,[188]
finite well depth height and other effects leading to extension of the carrier wave
function to surface states,[182] or a Stark shift related to a strong electric field created
by surface charges.[191]
In the visible spectral range, the observed emission peak wavelength is shifted, as
well, in agreement with literature.[189, 301] While the maximum intensity is recorded
at 589 nm for 3.4 nm quantum dots, it is detected at 545 nm for 2.1 nm quantum
dots. The magnitude of the energy shifts of UV and visible emission are very similar
with 0.15 eV and 0.17 eV, respectively. This is an indication that visible radiative
recombination most likely involves electrons transitioning from states in or close to
the conduction band to deep defects, as the effective electron mass in ZnO is smaller
than the respective value for holes. This leads to upward movement of the conduction
band edge making the main contribution to band gap widening in the quantum
confinement regime.[149, 158, 190, 302305] A mechanism for green luminescence
based on defects of such energetic positioning is discussed in detail in chapter 9.3.
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Figure 9.4.  Photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of ZnO quantum
dot ethanol dispersions as function of the particle diameter. The quantum
yield is determined after air exposure of the dispersion for one hour and one
day, respectively. A picture of 2.1 nm quantum dots in ethanol under UV
illumination at 360 nm is shown in the inset.[290]
The quantum yield of the ZnO quantum dots has been determined in ethanol dis-
persion under excitation by an UV LED emitting at 315 nm. The results are depicted
in Fig. 9.4. The entirety of emission, including UV and visible photoluminescence,
has been included in the determination of these values. The quantum yield is ob-
served to be increased by reduction of the quantum dot size as proposed. It grows
strongly from 9% for 3.4 nm quantum dots to 42% for 2.1 nm ones. These values are
increased even further after exposure to ambient air for one day to 12% and 60%,
respectively. A comparable increase of the quantum yield with reduced particle di-
ameter has already been observed from liquid phase synthesis, while the maximum
value has been much lower, however.[208] The maximum value obtained from these
experiments, 60%, is the highest quantum efficiency determined for any compound
semiconductor quantum dots made from the gas phase. Interestingly, this behavior of
ZnO is quite different from highly efficient quantum dots made of other materials. In
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example, the quantum yield of Si and CdSe quantum dots is observed to decline after
size reduction.[155, 187] This exceptional behavior gives a clear indication that the
luminescence observed here is surface related, which is not the case for luminescent
materials with band gap related emission.
9.3. Mechanism of green-yellow luminescence
A lot of discussions have been conducted about the responsible mechanism for green-
yellow luminescence. Most reports favor recombination at singly ionized oxygen
vacancies,[189, 194, 198, 208213] which is strongly enhanced for samples with high
surface-to-volume ratio, like nanostructures, by the presence of surface OH-groups.[189,
194, 212, 214] The recombination process involving OH-groups is shown schemati-
cally in Fig. 9.5. After electron hole pair creation, the hole is trapped fast by such
a surface OH-group (Eq. 9.1). The hole has a finite probability to tunnel back into
the ZnO crystal to a singly ionized oxygen vacancy1, which thereby becomes doubly
ionized (Eq. 9.2.). An electron from the conduction band might then recombine at
this doubly ionized oxygen vacancy and emit green light (Eq. 9.3).
OH−s + h
+
VB −→ OHs (9.1)
OHs +V

O −→ OH−s +VO (9.2)
VO + e
−
CB −→ VO + hν (green) (9.3)
A variant has been proposed suggesting that the electron does not recombine from
the conduction band, but from shallow donors in a donor acceptor pair recombina-
tion.[306]. Other reports argue that V
O
might be the recombination center and that
the electron at this center recombines with a hole from the valence band.[22, 198]
Resulting from this mechanism, the higher quantum yield of smaller quantum dots
is explained by the increased surface-to-volume ratio leading to increased availability
of both, oxygen vacancies and OH-groups at the surface.[307, 308] Additionally, the
probability for the tunneling step involved in this process is expected to be strongly
increased with reduced particle size.[208] This would be consistent with our exper-
1A doubly negative charged oxygen vacancy is regarded neutral (VxO), a singly charged singly
ionized (VO), and an uncharged one doubly ionized (V

O ). This definition describes the charge
difference to a regular O2− atom at the lattice spot in an ideal ZnO crystal.
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Figure 9.5.  Principle steps in the recombination process involving green
emission by transitions of the conduction band to doubly ionized oxygen va-
cancies with assistance of surface OH-groups. 1) Excitation of an electron hole
pair, e.g. by a photon with an energy above the band gap. 2) Capturing of
the hole by surface OH-groups, which get oxidized. 3) Tunneling of the hole
to a singly ionized oxygen vacancy V
O
which becomes thereby doubly ionized
(V
O
). 4) Recombination of an electron from the conduction band with the
doubly ionized oxygen vacancy V
O
. 5) After electron hole pair recombination,
the initial situation is restored.[189, 194, 212, 214]
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imental results. Nevertheless, multiple mechanisms have been reported which very
likely exist. The share of different mechanisms of the emission may then differ indi-
vidually based on the relative densities of the involved states which are influenced by
the production methods and the surface conditions. A description of other proposed
recombination mechanisms involving defect states can be found in chapter 3.3.2.
Figure 9.6.  Photoluminescence measurements of ZnO quantum dots after
illumination by UV light in nitrogen and ambient atmosphere with a size of
2.4 nm. The peak wavelength shift of the emission is indicated by a dashed line
to serve as guide to the eye.[290]
As the luminescence observed is supposed to be influenced by surface states, atmo-
sphere conditions are suspected to influence the emission characteristics to a great
extent. Therefore, photoluminescence spectra of ZnO quantum dots dispersed in
ethanol with a diameter of 2.4 nm have been recorded under UV illumination in ni-
trogen and ambient air atmosphere (Fig. 9.6). Nitrogen atmosphere is expected to
reduce the amount of oxygen present on the surface compared to air.
Initially, photoluminescence measurements of the as-produced quantum dots in ni-
trogen have been made, which have never been exposed to air. The first spectrum has
been recorded only a few tens of seconds after beginning the excitation by UV light
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(black line). After longer exposure to UV light while still in nitrogen atmosphere,
the green-yellow emission starts to lose in intensity until it is completely gone after
4min. It is observed, that this effect is reversed by exposure of the same disper-
sion to ambient air. The green-yellow intensity becomes clearly detectable again and
increases further, but on a much longer timescale of several days.
A similar quenching of the intensity of visible emission after continuous UV illu-
mination under anaerobic conditions has already been discussed several times.[188,
191, 212, 217, 309] Common agreement is made that quenching is initiated by solvent
molecules like ethanol (C2O5OH) scavenging holes from the quantum dots (Eq. 9.4).
2h+V B + C2O5OH −→ CH3CHO + 2H+ [310] (9.4)
Under aerobic conditions, equilibrium is assured by a reverse process involving surface
adsorbed oxygen (O2,abs). It reacts with free hydrogen to dihydrogen dioxide and
consumes two electrons (Eq. 9.5, Zns: zinc atom at the nanoparticle surface).
2e−CB + Zns −O2,abs + 2H+ −→ Zns +H2O2 [214] (9.5)
While both reactions can be repeated arbitrarily often in ambient atmosphere because
the availability of solvent and oxygen molecules is unlimited, the latter is prevented
under anaerobic conditions by the absence of free oxygen. Excess electrons are no
longer removed and the quantum dots become charged. The mechanism, how this
charging reduces the luminescence, is still in discussion. Some time ago, it has been
suggested that trapping of excess electrons at the VO recombination center forms
neutral oxygen vacancies VxO which act as shallow donors near the conduction band.
This prevents the mechanism for green luminescence while band gap recombination is
still a possible relaxation channel, which thereby becomes more pronounced.[213] A
more recent report disagrees with this explanation, because no signal of the paramag-
netic VO could be detected in EPR measurements of the ZnO quantum dot sample.
They proposed a de-excitation of the green recombination centers by the Auger ef-
fect being responsible for the declining the visible luminescence.[217] The same study
suggests that possibly some non-radiative recombination mechanism are less effective
due to nanoparticle charging, as well, leading to UV relaxation gaining a larger share
and UV emission being increased.
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Under UV illumination, a shift to shorter wavelengths is observed for the visible
emission, while it is shifted to longer wavelengths upon exposure to ambient air. A
dashed line has been added in Fig. 9.6 to serves as guide to the eye for making this
shift easily recognizable. In literature, observations regarding a shift under these
conditions are quite different. While some experiments show shifts similar to the
measurements presented here,[191, 212] no or only little shifts were observed from
others.[188, 217] While the definite reason for the observation of a blue shift is still
unsure, one hypothesis is that the blue shift is related to quantum dot charging and
occupation of higher electron states.[191]
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Figure 9.7.  Photoluminescence measurements in ambient atmosphere
(black) and in vacuum (red, 5× 10−5mbar) of quantum dots with a diame-
ter of 2.1 nm.[290]
To confirm the importance of oxygen and OH groups being present in the atmo-
sphere for green luminescence, photoluminescence measurements of quantum dots
in high vacuum (5× 10−5mbar) have been made (Fig. 9.7). Vacuum is expected to
desorb surface oxygen-containing species, such as O2 and OH groups,[184, 213] and
green luminescence is thereby expected to vanish. Indeed, green-yellow luminescence
is completely suppressed under these conditions, giving another confirmation for the
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proposed mechanisms. It is observed that the intensity of UV luminescence is in-
creased by approximately the same amount which is lost in the green spectral range.
This leads to the total intensity being unchanged, interestingly.
Figure 9.8.  FTIR spectra of ZnO quantum dots with a diameter of 2.4 nm
Spectra have been recorded in nitrogen atmosphere, after air exposure for 3 h
and reintroduction into nitrogen atmosphere for 5min, 45min and 14 hrs.[290]
FTIR measurements are used to gain more information about the surface chem-
istry of ZnO quantum dots in nitrogen and ambient air atmospheres (Fig. 9.8), which
are supposed to have a great influence on the luminescence properties. According to
the presented mechanism, the concentration of OH groups is especially important.
Therefore, special emphasis is put on the O-H stretching vibration at 3400 cm−1.
The smallest OH signal is detected from ZnO quantum dots, that have been stored
in nitrogen and that have never been in contact with ambient air. This signal is
significantly increased after exposure to air for 3 hrs. After reintroducing the same
sample into nitrogen atmosphere, this signal is observed to be reduced again. The
effect becomes clearly notable after 45min, already, and after 14 hrs, the signal inten-
sity almost reverts back to the level before the particles have been in contact with air.
From these results, it is concluded that exposure to air increases the concentration
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of OH groups present on the quantum dot surface which play a major role in the
proposed green radiative recombination process. Therefore, these observations are
consistent with the increased intensity of green luminescence observed from photo-
luminescence measurements and explain, together with the availability of oxygen for
de-charging, why the record efficiency has been recorded for the air exposed sample.
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The goal of this work was to develop ZnO nanoparticle LEDs with inorganic hole
injection layers. The performance of a LED concept can be described by the external
quantum efficiency, which is influenced by the out-coupling efficiency, the injection
efficiency and the luminescence yield of the active material.[1] Because out-coupling
concepts can be transferred from other LED designs,[95] the focus has been set on
improving the injection efficiency and the quantum yield. The major challenge for
efficient injection is found in the very low valence band of ZnO, which makes injection
of holes into this material especially difficult. In order to improve the injection
efficiency, different electron extraction/hole injection layers, WO3, NiO and GaN,
have been tested with different work functions (chapters 6, 7 and 8). Apart from the
energetic configuration, the studied hole injection layers differed in significant other
properties like whether being n- or p-conducting and providing an electron barrier or
not. In order to optimize the quantum yield, ZnO nanoparticles from a nonthermal
plasma reactor have been investigated that have exhibited intense green luminescence
(chapter 9). The influences of atmosphere and particle diameter on the emission have
been studied for understanding of the mechanism leading to efficient green radiative
recombination in these particles and to enhance their quantum yield further.
Prior to further improvement studies, a simple ITO/ZnO/Al device has been char-
acterized to serve as base reference. Indications of an unipolar driven recombination
mechanism have been observed by a symmetrical emission intensity as a function of
voltage in forward and reverse direction, respectively. A very low injection efficiency
of 1.0× 10−4 has been estimated for this device.
A WO3/ZnO nn-heterojunction concept has been developed afterwards. The very
low work function of WO3 of 6.65 eV allowed the intrinsic n-conductor to extract
electrons from defect levels within the ZnO band gap. Thereby a hole is left behind
that might recombine radiatively. By inserting this material into the ZnO nanopar-
ticle LED, a broad electroluminescence spectrum could be observed that covered the
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entire visible spectral range including the blue regime. Only band gap UV emission
could not be observed in a stable operation mode. After increasing the applied bias
beyond 7V, the current at a constant voltage level has been observed to decrease
over time. However, increasing the voltage beyond this level has been necessary to
detect a substantial emission intensity, which places the required operation voltage
into an unstable regime.
The missing electron blocking layer could be implemented by replacing WO3 with
a NiO hole injection layer. NiO has a very low electron affinity, which leads to a
high potential barrier for electrons at an interface from ZnO to NiO. This improved
the stability of the device, which now could endure four times more electrical power.
With up to a fourfold increase of current, a threefold increase of emission intensity
has been observed at the same voltage level compared to a ITO/ZnO/Al reference.
The efficiency could not be improved further with regard to WO3 devices, despite
the fact that electrons are less prone to leaking through in the NiO concept. The
higher work function of NiO has been identified as possible reason, which results
in an increased barrier from an even higher injection level compared to WO3, and
thereby in reduced carrier injection at the anode. This assumption is supported by
the observation of a decreased share of high energetic emission compared to devices
with WO3: reduced blue emission and almost no UV emission are recorded from NiO
devices. Again, UV emission could only be detected above 10V where the device
was unstable.
Finally, GaN has been introduced to serve as hole injection layer. This concept
provides a little, yet existing electron barrier of about 150meV. Utilizing the perfect
fit of the materials valence band with the valence band of ZnO, efficient hole injection
could be proven. Even the devices based on the not optimized p-GaN layers of the first
generation already exhibited higher quantum efficiencies than the LEDs discussed
before, despite the high resistivity and emission detection threshold voltage. This
underlines the fact that valence band fitting has the greatest influence on the injection
performance. The latest devices exhibited presumably almost pure ZnO luminescence
in the UV spectral range, which has never been observed before without a barrier
layer at voltages below 10V. ZnO NBE emission has already been recordable at
the general emission detection threshold of 4.6V. In comparison with WO3 and
NiO based concepts, GaN/ZnO devices emitted almost pure UV emission from ZnO
with only little green-yellow emission, which supposedly originated from the GaN
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Bare ITO WO3 NiO GaN Gen I GaN Gen II GaN Gen III
ηext 2.4× 10−8 8.1× 10−8 7.2× 10−8 1.2× 10−6 9.3× 10−6 3.6× 10−5
ηinj 1.0× 10−4 3.5× 10−4 3.1× 10−4 1.0% 8.1% 31%
Vis. 4V 5.5V 5.5V 14V 7.5V 4.6V
UV 9V 10.5V 8.5V 17V 8.5V 4.6V
Table 10.1.  External quantum efficiency ηext, estimated injection efficiency
ηinj , visible and UV emission detection threshold voltage. The efficiency of
the NiO device has been estimated from Fig. 7.5d using the efficiency of the
bare ITO device and the typical out-coupling efficiency of OLEDs without
back-reflecting mirror of 10%.[95]
layers. With being able to inject directly into the ZnO valence band, this transition
is clearly favored by Fermi's Golden Rule due to the much higher density of states
in the band. Concrete values for the efficiency of the GaN device were shown which
are rarely reported in literature so far. The injection efficiency of the LED could be
increased to 31% after removal of the Ga2O3 surface layer, thickness reduction of the
ZnO nanoparticle layer, a size selection of nanoparticles by centrifuging, formation
of ohmic contacts and high quality p-doping, proving that efficient hole injection into
ZnO is possible if the energy levels of the materials fit. External quantum efficiency
ηext, injection efficiency ηinj, visible emission threshold and UV emission threshold
of the different devices have been summed up in Tab. 10.1.
Aside from the injection efficiency, the second challenge is the quantum yield of
the ZnO nanoparticles. It has been 0.23% for the nanoparticles embedded in the
LEDs presented here, which is too low for making efficient devices. As answer to this
challenge, ZnO quantum dots have been presented exhibiting a superior luminescent
quantum yield of up to 60% for green emission centered around 550 nm to 590 nm.
Their superior crystallinity has been proven by x-ray diffraction and high resolution
transmission electron microscopy experiments. The emission mechanism has been
related to oxygen vacancies and surface OH groups in agreement with reports from
literature. It has been shown that reduction of ZnO quantum dot diameter and ex-
posure to ambient air are among the key factors for achieving such a high efficiency.
The influence of the quantum dot diameter has been related to two reasons: First, an
increased volume density of surface states involved in the green luminescence mech-
anism, and second, reduced tunneling distance for holes between ZnO states in the
volume and surface OH groups. Tunneling of holes from the ZnO valance band to
surface OH-groups and from there to oxygen vacancies are regarded to be important
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steps of the green radiative recombination process. Photoluminescence experiments
in ambient air, nitrogen and vacuum have been conducted to gain information about
the influence of the surrounding and especially to underline the importance of OH
groups. An additional check by FTIR experiments has been made which clearly
demonstrated the reduction of the O-H vibration signal under anaerobic conditions.
The presented production method by a nonthermal plasma is a gas phase based
process, that provides several advantages over liquid phase processes, which are es-
pecially important for industrial mass production: it is easily up-scalable, continuous
and allows for synthesis free of ligands. Apart from the application in LEDs, these
quantum dots might also be of interest for bio-imaging. The human eye is most sensi-
tive for green color and ZnO is less toxic than traditional chalcogenide semiconductor
quantum dots.
A lot of research has been done on ZnO LEDs in the last ten years because of the
superior optical properties of the material, which have been underlined again by the
development of highly luminescent ZnO quantum dots here. However, the optimism
for ZnO LEDs, which has been shown in the beginning of the research activities,
has recently changed to a much more skeptical attitude in the scientific community.
Many publications of ZnO LEDs have been released without substantial progress
being made regarding the key performance measures intensity and efficiency, which
have not even been reported most often. Following from the observations made in this
work, the greatest challenge for industrial application of ZnO nanoparticle devices
is supposed to be the quest for a satisfying hole injection layer. GaN experiments
present clearly efficient hole injection into ZnO. While this hole injection layer has
been implemented in epitaxial form only, to make full use of the advantages of an in-
organic nanoparticle device, all layers will have to be flexible and robust. While GaN
is a very stable material in bulk, it is very prone to oxidation of the top most layers
which is a serious obstacle for using it in form of loose nanomaterials. Unfortunately,
the experiments with different hole injection layers presented here suggest that a
good valence band fitting is by far the most important characteristic when choosing
an appropriate hole injection layer for ZnO and little compromise can be made on
this property. This seriously limits the number of available support materials. Until
now and to the best of my knowledge, however, no flexible robust p-conducting ma-
terial has been presented with a valence band that is close enough to the one of ZnO.
Therefore and once again in LED technology, the key for the final breakthrough of a
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LED concept will be the successful implementation of a suitable p-conduction layer.
While the road to ZnO devices in every day applications has been proven to be
not as easy as it has been hoped for and many research groups have given in, their
potential has been demonstrated and substantial and continuous steps forward have
been made by the successful development of highly efficient ZnO quantum dots and
demonstrating efficient hole injection by p-GaN. Additionally to improving the de-
vice performance, by comparing absolute values of the external quantum efficiency
and other results from using hole injection materials with very different properties,
insights into the relevance of each characteristic for ZnO LEDs have been gained.
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A.1. Characterization methods
A.1.1. ZnO nanoparticles from Evonik Industries and all LEDs
Absorption measurements have been done on the standalone device Shimadzu UV-
2550 spectrometer using an integrating sphere. Photoluminescence measurements
have been carried out on a standard photoluminescence setup. If not stated otherwise,
the samples have been excited by the 325 nm line of a HeCd laser (Kimmon IK)
and spectra have been recorded by the nitrogen cooled CCD camera Horiba Jobin
Yvon Symphony attached to an imaging spectrometer Horiba Jobin Yvon iHR 320
with a 150 nm−1 grating. XRD diffraction patterns have been collected by Michael
Schmitz and Alexander Kompch on a PANalytical X'pert PRO equipped with a
1.6 kW Cu tube at the nanoparticle process technology department at the University
of Duisburg-Essen. The topography of TCO substrates has been examined using an
Nanosurf Easyscan 2 atomic force microscopy system. The surface roughness Sa has
been calculated by the microscope software according to the relation
Sa =
1
MN
M,N∑
j,l
|z(xj, yl)|. (A.1)
Here, z is the measured height at the coordinates x and y with index j and l. M is
the number of coordinates measured in x direction, and N in y-direction. Quantum
yields have been determined in dispersion using a comparative method described in
[311]. Samples of different concentrations have been prepared for each material to
examine and the absorbance and the PL emission intensity have been measured for
each of them together with two reference materials of known quantum yield. The
concentration has been kept low in order to prevent reabsorption of emitted photons.
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Phosphor QY Solvent n˜sol
Anthracene 27%[312] Ethanol 1.36[313]
9,10-diphenylanthracene 90%[312] Cyclohexane 1.42[314]
ZnO nanoparticles 2.3× 10−3 Ethanol 1.36[313]
Table A.1.  Literature values of quantum yield QY , solvent and sol-
vent refractive indices nsol of the reference phosphors Anthracene and 9,10-
diphenylanthracene. The same values are shown for the ZnO nanoparticle
sample, with the difference that the QY has been experimentally determined
as described in the text.
This results in linear plots of PL emission intensity over absorbance with slope ax for
material x. With these values, the quantum yield has been evaluated by the relation
QY1 = QY2
a1
a2
(
n˜1
n˜2
)2
, [311] (A.2)
where n˜1 and n˜2 are the diffraction indices of the solvent of sample 1 and 2, re-
spectively. The quantum yield of the nanoparticle dispersion has been calculated
comparing them with both references and are accepted if the deviation is within the
measurement error. Anthracene and 9,10-diphenylanthracene have been used as ref-
erence samples for the ZnO nanoparticles because of their similar emission spectra,
which cover the UV to blue range (Tab. A.1).
Electroluminescence spectra have been recorded by the Horiba Jobin Yvon
Symphony/iHR 320 setup with a 150 nm−1 grating. The anode has been made by
pressing a messing bar on the sample positioned on the sample holder and thereby
fixating it. It is arranged in a way that the emitting area is visible for the detection
setup through a hole. The cathode has been established by using a spring contact
probe. The Keitley 2601 SYSTEM SourceMeter has been connected to serve as a
voltage source. A lens has been used to project an image of the sample on the
entry slit of the spectrometer. This enabled the setup to take images that record the
spatial arrangement of the samples light emission when the gratings were turned to
reflect the central maxima of zero order onto the camera chip without any diffraction.
The electroluminescence spectra have been measured in first order. A Lab View
program has been developed on basis of programs shipped along with the devices.
It records current and voltage every second, moves the gratings, takes the images
and electroluminescence spectra at a predefined center wavelength. The voltage is
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increased from a starting to a final value in predefined steps. All recorded spectra
have been corrected to account for the wavelength specific characteristics of the setup.
Current-voltage characteristics, electroluminescence emission intensities
and external quantum efficiencies have been measured using the Keithley 2601
SourceMeter and spring contact probes. In order to determine the external quantum
efficiency, the light emission intensity has been recorded simultaneously by placing
the sample on the calibrated silicon photodetector Newport UV-818 connected to
the Newport Power Meter 1936-C. Measurements have been controlled by a Lab
View program, which has been developed for this task and allowed to set different
parameters, including starting and final voltage or current level, step size and time to
pass for stabilization after attaining a specific current/voltage level before conducting
a measurement. The area of the aluminum contact of the respective sample has been
used to calculate (spatially averaged) current densities and emission intensities.
The external quantum efficiency (ηext) of emission with a spectral intensity as
function of wavelength IEL(λ) has been determined from the current flow through
the device I and the current flow IEL through the photo detector as follows. The
mean sensitivity γEL of the photo detector with given spectral sensitivity dependence
γEL(λ) has been calculated for the incident spectrum IEL(λ) and its normalized form
IEL,norm(λ) by
IEL,norm(λ) =
IEL(λ)∫∞
−∞ IEL(λ)
, (A.3)
γEL =
∫ ∞
−∞
γEL(λ)IEL,norm(λ). (A.4)
The total emission intensities IEL and external quantum efficiencies presented here
have been calculated according to
IEL = α
−1γEL(Iph − Id), (A.5)
ηext = nphn
−1
c =
IEL
hc/λ
(
I
e
)−1
=
γEL(Iph − Id)λe
hcI
. (A.6)
Iph is the current detected from the photodiode in the experiment, Id is its dark
current, nph and nc are the counts of photons emitted and charge carriers flowing
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through the device, respectively, h is Planck's constant and c is the velocity of light.
α is the share of detected photons per emitted photon that is given by the geometry of
the setup. With the circular shape of the detector with radius r in mind, and making
the assumption of a point source with lambertian intensity profile IEL = IEL,0 cos θ,
the relation
α =
r2
r2 +∆x2
(A.7)
has been evaluated. Here, α is evaluated to be 0.74 using the values of r (0.565 cm)
and ∆x (≈0.33 cm) of the setup. For a spatially extended light source, the real α
will be smaller and ηext ∝ α−1 will therefore be underestimated by using the value of
a point source.
A.1.2. ZnO quantum dots from a nonthermal plasma
Special measurement setups have been used to investigate the characteristics of the
ZnO quantum dots covered in chapter 9 as most of the work has been done at the
high temperature and plasma lab lead by Prof. Uwe Kortshagen at the University of
Minnesota.[290]
Quantum yields have been determined by Dr. Jihua Yang and Jens Theis using
an absolute method described in detail in [295]. After dispersing the ZnO quantum
dots in ethanol inside a nitrogen-filled glove box, measurements have been conducted
within the day. The ZnO dispersion has been inserted into an integrating sphere
(Labsphere) and has been excited by a UV light-emitting diode (Seti UVTOP-315).
The emitted photoluminescence has been detected by a fiber spectrometer (Ocean
Optics USB 4000) with a free spectral range of 170 nm to 880 nm. A NIST traceable
calibration lamp (Ocean Optics LS-1-CAL) has been used to calibrate its spectral
response. All measurements have been averaged over three repetitions in order to
improve the accuracy of the experiment.
Photoluminescence spectra of the ZnO quantum dots have been collected on
three different setups with setup A being the same one as for quantum yield determi-
nation, which has been used to collect the data presented in Fig. 9.6. Here, the ZnO
quantum dots have been examined in ethanol dispersions inside a vial which has been
filled with nitrogen initially and has been opened during the experiment to expose
the sample to ambient air. Setup B has been the stand alone device PTI Quantum
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Master 4 Fluorometer, where the spectra of ZnO quantum dots in ethanol which are
shown in Fig. 9.3 have been recorded. These two setups have been operated by Dr.
Jihua Yang and Jens Theis. For recording of vacuum spectra in setup C, the sample
has been drop casted on a silicon substrate and has been excited by the frequency
tripled emission line of a Coherent Mira 900 that has been pumped optically by a
Coherent Verdi-V10. Frequency tripling has been done by the Photop TP-2000B
resulting in an incident excitation beam on the sample mounted within a cryogenic
system with a wavelength of 266 nm.
FTIR spectra were collected by Dr. Jihua Yang and Jens Theis using an AL-
PHA infrared spectrometer (Bruker Optics) in the diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier
transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) mode inside a glove box filled with nitrogen at-
mosphere. XRD measurements were done together with Dr. Jihua Yang and Jens
Theis using a Bruker-AXS microdiffractometer with a 2.2 kW sealed Cu x-ray. The
quantum dot samples have been exposed to ambient air for several hours before XRD
experiments have been performed. HRTEM (High resolution transmission electron
microscopy) images have been taken by Andrew Wagner in a FEI Tecnai G2 F30 op-
erating at 300 keV. The samples have been prepared by direct deposition of quantum
dots on a carbon-coated TEM grid inside the reactor. The images presented have
been made from samples which have been exposed to ambient air for one day.
A.2. Simulation of band diagrams and
current-voltage-characteristics
Band diagrams and current-voltage characteristics have been simulated one dimen-
sionally with SimWindows version 1.5.0. The simulation is based on a method de-
scribed in detail in reference [110]. The material parameters employed are summa-
rized in Tab. A.2 and the layer setup of the simulated devices is presented in Tab. A.3.
The simulated current-voltage characteristics are shown in Fig. A.1. The band di-
agrams shown throughout this thesis are depicted over the full simulated range in
Fig. A.2 (WO3/ZnO) and Fig. A.3 (NiO/ZnO and GaN/ZnO).
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Materials Position of junction(s) Grid interval Calculated positions
0 nm to 90 nm 100
Si/Ge 100 nm 90 nm to 110 nm 1000
110 nm to 200 nm 100
0 nm to 80 nm 100
HTL/EML/ETL 100 nm and 110 nm 80 nm to 130 nm 1000
130 nm to 210 nm 100
0 nm to 10 nm 100
WO3/ZnO 5 nm 10 nm to 55 nm 1000
55 nm to 105 nm 100
0 nm to 15 nm 100
15 nm to 19.99 nm 1000
NiO/ZnO 20 nm 19.99 nm to 20.01 nm 10000
20.01 nm to 25 nm 1000
25 nm to 120 nm 950
0 nm to 90 nm 100
GaN/ZnO 100 nm 90 nm to 110 nm 1000
110 nm to 200 nm 100
Table A.3.  Number of calculated equidistant positions within a grid interval
in simulations of the various junctions presented here. Length specifications
refer to the distance from the anode contact.
Figure A.1.  Simulation of current density-voltage characteristics of
WO3/ZnO LED (black), air-exposed WO3/ZnO LED (red), and GaN/ZnO
LED (blue).
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure A.2.  Simulation of conduction band level, valence band level, and
(quasi) Fermi level of WO3/ZnO structures shown over complete simulated
spatial range; (a) without external bias, (b) WO3 pre-exposed to air without
external bias, (c) at external bias of 2V and current density of 18mA/cm2, (d)
WO3 pre-exposed to air at external bias of 1.1V and the same current density
of 18mA/cm2. WO3 layer has been filled with green and ZnO layer with gray
in all figures allowing for quick comparison.
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure A.3.  Simulation of conduction band level, valence band level, Fermi
level (unbiased), electron Fermi level (biased) and quasi hole Fermi level (bi-
ased) of NiO/ZnO and GaN/ZnO structures; (a) NiO/ZnO without external
bias, (b) NiO/ZnO at external bias of 2.2V, (c) GaN/ZnO without external
bias, (d) GaN/ZnO at external bias of 2.8V and current density of 23mA/cm2.
NiO layer has been filled with green-blue, GaN layer with blue and ZnO layer
with gray in all figures allowing for quick comparison.
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A.3. Supplementary information WO3/ZnO LEDs
d pO m˙Ar m˙O2 Pf Pr tpre pw d˙
nm % sccm sccm W W min 10−2mbar nm/min
2 0 10 0 100 3 15 0.14 1.5
5 0 10 0 100 7 45 1 1.5
20 0 10 0 100 5 45 0.16 1.8
50 0 10 0 100 7 45 1 1.5
5 20 10 2.5 100 6 45 1.4 0.22
5 40 10 6.66 100 6 45 1.4 0.14
5 60 6.66 10 100 6 45 1.6 0.13
5 80 2.5 10 100 5 45 1.4 0.14
5 100 0 10 100 5 45 1.2 0.12
Table A.4.  Sputtering parameters used to fabricate WO3 layers of different
layer thickness d and with different oxygen partial pressures pO in the sputter-
ing atmosphere during deposition: mass flow of argon m˙Ar and oxygen m˙O2,
forward power Pf , reflected power Pr, pre-sputtering duration before deposi-
tion tpre, working pressure pw, and deposition rate d˙.
a) b)
Figure A.4.  Emission onset, UV emission onset and voltage at highest
emission intensity of WO3/ZnO LEDs (a) with different WO3 layer thickness
sputtered in pure argon atmosphere and a reference device without WO3 layer
and (b) 5 nmWO3 layer thickness sputtered at different oxygen concentrations.
Tab. A.4 gives detailed information on the parameters used for rf-magnetron sput-
tering deposition of WO3 layers, and Fig. A.4 shows emission onset, UV emission
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onset and voltage at highest emission intensity of the WO3/ZnO LEDs discussed in
chapter 6.
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